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Storm destroys phone lines
Since Sunday night, Murray State
personnel and South Central Bell
Five days after a thunderstorm roared crews ha.ve been working early morn·
through the University downing phone ing hours and late nights trying to get
lines, much of the campus continues to the system back on line. DeBoer said
he hopes the repairs will only take a
feel the effects.
week but expected problems to exist for
.James DeBoer, director of com· the next month.
munications, snid approximately 30
"I think the damage is going to be
percent of the MSU telephone system substantial financially," said Joe
was destroyed Sunday afternoon when Hedges, news editor of Information
lightning struck the ground near the Services.
General Services Building and sent an
While initial estimates were as high
electrical surge throqgh all the
as
$500,000, DeBoer said Wednesday
system's circuits around 4:30 p.m.
the University is looking at about
DeBoer said the chances were slim $200,000 to repair the system.
for an event like this to happen.
But that may only get the phone
"Surge protectors prevent lightning system working through the rest ofthe
from entering through the lines," he semester.
said. "This time U came through the
Hedges said the University is lookback door/ '
ing to replace the system, which was
Joe Green, director of the depart- installed in 1981, this summer. The
ment of public safety, said patrol of· decision to replace the system was
fleers were around Franklin Hall when made before Sunday afternoon's shut
they saw lightning strike the ground. down, but it may be a factor as to bow
DeBoet· said his crews believe the much of the system will be repaired.
lightning traveled through the ground
See PHONES
and entered the main line where it
traveled to the circuits.
Back Page
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

Assistant News Editor

Photo by JOHN BERNING
Melanie Hanes, a sophomore elementary education major from Union City,
Chris Bowles, a sophomore business education major from Princeton, and
Wendy Tosh, a sophomore special education major from Princeton, walt In line
outside Regents Hall Monday night to use a pay phone.

:Regents OK
'~91 fall break
"By PATRICIA CASH
Staff Wnter

Students attending Murray
State University next fall will
have one more break to enjoy.
Classes will be canceled on
Oct. 18, giving students a threeday weekend, said Phil Bryan,
interim coordinator of student
affairs.
• The decision comes after
much debate over when and if
there should be a fall break.
The idea of a fall break was
proposed by Steve Brown, pro·
fessor of music. The Academic
Council considered his proposal
and made a recommendation to
Dr. James Booth, provost and
vice president for academic and
student affairs.
Booth then made a recom·
mendation to President Ronald
J. Kurth, with the Board of
Regents making the final
decision.
However, the decision is a
temporary one, Bryan said.
"We'll just have to see how it
goes over a few years and then
make a final decision," he said.
The way the days fall each
fall semester is different, and
this will have to be considered,
he said.
Students, faculty and staff
will be affected by the day off,
but no problems have been foreseen yet, he said.
"This break gives students a
long weekend in the middle of
the semester to go home or get
caught up on studying," Bryan
said. ''It will be especially good
for the incoming freshmen who
will be trying to adjust to the
rigorous schedule of college
life."

Students expressed different
views of the one-day break.
Most are happy to a get a
three-day weekend in the mid-

die of the semester to go home
or catch up on much eeded
sleep.
"I think a one-day brenk will
be nice," said Jamie Whaley, a
sophomore engineering physics
major from Williamstown. "It
will give me some extra time to
make the long trip home."
"One day will be enough of a
break for me," said Butch
Hansen, a freshman graphic
design major from Grand
Rivers. "Like most people, I'll
probably just go home."
Students who have kept up
with the issue since it was proposed realize that scheduling
problems could arise if the
break were longer.
"I understand that there are
restrictions laid down by the
Council of Higher Education
that stale that we must be in
school a certain number of days
each semester," said Eddie
Allen, Student Government
Association president. "They
set aside about two days for
emergencies causing the school
to shut down. If we can get one
of those days for a break, it's
better than nothing."
Several students said they
would be willing to shorten the
summer or Christmas break by
a couple of days in exchange for
a longer break in the middle of
the semester.
"I think we could have a
shorter Christmas break in
order to have more in the middle," said Kyle Jeter, a
.sophomore physics engineering
major from Marion, TIL
"I would like to take a couple
of days off of the summer and
Christmas breaks and have a
four- or five·day break in the
fall," said Ross Lloyd, a senior
business administration major
from El Dorado, lll.

Photo by KEVIN LEVERENZ

HAPPY TRAILS
John Dodd, a senior accounting major, and Adam Chambers, a sophomore environmental
engineering major, take advantage of the recent warm weather by riding their mountain bikes
at Land Between the Lakes.

U.S. College ----.m
Degrees of 1990 _ _.,;;

Masters-

458,000 .
319,000
35,600

Source: U.S. Department of Education
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Dorm Security

The lack of security in residence halls invites
crime to campuses across the country. Murray
State University is no exception.
A .survey conducted by the MSU Housing
Office revealed that 29 percent of the residents
who replied said they would not close a resl·
dence hall door that was propped open.
Find out what three investigative reporters
discover about security In the residence halls at
MSU.
Stories on page 5

Bachelor's- 1,017,000
Associate-

~-A____..:.
C.....::.W....;:.....:._SE....;_R~LO...:....O~K;;.....__,

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

Sexual Harrassment
A lecture on sexual harrassment will
take place Monday in the Curris Center
Theater from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Nancy Rankin, of the Kentucky commonwealth on human rights, and Thomas Muehleman, a professor in the
psychology department, will lead the
discussion and answer questions.
This forum is the second addressing
results of a work environment survey
conducted by the Counseling and
Testing Center.
Legal aspects of sexual harrassment
will be discussed, and a victim may
come forward.

Racers
tie OVC
record
Murray may
host tourney
By MIKE PADUANO
Sports Editor

With a 65-64 win last Monday
night at Tennessee State, the
Racers clinched at least a tie for
the OVC regular season crown,
their record-tying fourth con·
secutive OVC title.
E.A. Diddle's Western Kentucky Hilltoppers of 1954-58
were the last team to accomplish the feat.
With a win over Middle Tennessee State University Saturday night at Racer Arena, the
Racers will win the OVC championship outright and earn the
right to host the OVC
postseason tournament. Even
with a loss to the MTSU Blue
Raiders, MSU will probably
host the OVC postseason
championship.
With wins in their final two
games over Tennessee State
and Tennessee Tech, Eastern
Kentucky (7-3 in the OVC) is
the only team with a chance to
tie the Racers for the conference crown, if the Racers fall
to MTSU.
EKU can only host the OVC
tournament if it wins its final
two games, if Middle Teqnessee
wins its final two games with
MSU and Austin Peay, and if
Tennessee Tech drops its remaining two games against
Morehead State and EKU.
Eastern will win a tiebreaker
with MSU because they will
have swept third place Middle
Tennessee and the Racers will
have split there two games with
MTSU.
Racer head coach Steve
Newton said he would rather
not wait for the results of the
other conference games to
decide the OVC outcome.
"We want to beat Middle Ten·
nessee State and win it outright
and take care of all scenarios,"
he said.
The right to host the OVC
tournament is critical in
deciding the OVC's represen·
tative in the NCAA. In the last
three seasons, the team that
hosted the O'YC tournament advanced to the NCAA's and the
championship's huge Rayday.
Newton called this the most
challenging year as coach at
MSU because of pre-season
predictions which tabbed the
Racers as the team to beat in
the OVC.
"It's a credit to our basketball
team," Newton said. "Especially this year, the expectations
were so high and our team has
delivered at least a share of the
championship."
"We're pleased and excited
about the achievement,"
Newton said. "However, we
want to finish the job at hand.
and move forward in postseason
play before we celebrate.''
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faces fine
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By STACEY CROOK

By KRISTJ RUGGLES

•Sta" Writer

Staff Writer

Eight faculty members have
received grants to work on in·
structional projecta. this summer ranging from updates in
education classes to software
for investment management
courses.
Michael Cohen, David
Eldredge, Sue Gifford, Lfu'ry
Guin, Bonnie Higginson, David
J ackson, George Nichols, and
Bobbie Weatherly all received
stipends to work this summer.
Cohen, professor of English,
said he plans to produce a
series of videotapes to supplement English literature books: ,
Eldredge, professor of com·
puter studies, said he will
revise two business statistic
courses to meet changes in the
field.
Eldredge said he wants to be
sure the current content of the
courses accurately reflects the
needs in today's businesses.
Gifford, visiting assistant pro·
fessor of elementary and secon·
dary education, is revising ELE
504 to meet the new requirements in teacher

The Sigma Pi fraternity
was fined $600 in a
suspended bond and required to put forward a
$500 peace bond during
their pre-trial conference
Feb. 13.
David Harrington,
Calloway County at·
torney, said the $600 bond
was suspended under conditions that the fraternity
donate $600 to the Murray
Police Department drug
and alcohol program.
The $500 peace bond
will be held by the
Calloway County Circuit
Court Clerk for the next
two years, and if the
fraternity is raided again
the money will be
automatically forfeited,
Harrington said.
Paul M. Hetrick, president of Sigma Pi, and
Rodney Gallimore, a
• member of the fraternity, ·
were not individually
charged. Charges were
merged into one case and
stand underneath the
name of the fraternity,
said a spokesman from the
county attorney's office.
Harrington said that
this was actually the
fraternity's third offense,
but that it was treated as
a second offense to avoid
being treated as a felony
rather than a misdemeanor. The first offense

certification.
Gifford said the course will
meet the req_uir.-mfl'ntR for
undergraduate anagi&auate
students.
,
Guin, aiSOCiate professor of
economics and finance, said he
is developing a student
workbook designed to supplement the texts used in FIN 533
and FIN 632.
The wor k book will aid
students in putting ~ther '
mock portfolios by incorporating a more systematic ap_proach, Guin said. _ _ .
Higginson, assistant professor of elementary and secondary education, said she is
developing demonstration
modules for teaching reading
comprehension, vocabulary,
and study ~rate2ies.
"Since I deal with elementary
education, middle school education, and secondary education
students, I want to be sure the
demonstrations are geared for a ·
group of students:" Higginson
said.
Jackson, visiting assistant
professor of art, will be writing
a computer lab manual for introductory graphic design

courses. The manual will also
assist in art education courses
and continuing education
workshops.
Nichols, professor of occupational safety and health, will be
\\Titing a lab manual for OSH
301 which will emphasize
analysis of materials and
processes.
Weatherly, assistant pro·
fessor of elementary and secon·
dary education, will be conducting and assembling videotaped
interviews with retired school
teachers in order to compile an
oral history resource for
teaching methods sources.
Marian Posey, acting director
of the Faculty Resource Center,
said the basic purpose of the
summer instructional grant
project is to pay for the time of
instructors to develop, improve,
or modify components .of a
course.
Since many faculty members
do not teach in the summer
they have no income, but they
have time. The grant program
was designed to allow faculty to
work on beneficial projects and
receive monetary compensation
for their time, Posey said.

MSU Link reaches Gulf
By J . M. LANMAN
Reporter

The Murray"'Stite University
Alumni Association has released the ru-st issue of MSU Link,
a two page, bi-weekly newsletter, sent to MSU alumni and
was in 1982 and the Be·
students currently deployed in
cond in 1986.
the Middle East.
Its purpose is to provide
The fraternity also had
to pay a $57.50 court fee
h' h1i h 0 f h 001 afti
and the confiscated kegs
tg g ts
sc
airs, a
and taps will be disposed
link between those deployed
and a general show of support
of according to law, the
from the University.
spokesperson said.
The first issue contained a
feature article on Air Force
The fines were the result
of a Jan. 26 raid on the
fraternity where six keaa
Captain Paul Johnson, a 1980
ev
MSU graduate from Dresden,
of beer were confiscated
Tenn.
Earlier this month,
and two men arrested for
Johnson flew one of the two
t rafficking alcoholic
A-10 Thunderbolts that aided a
· bev e rages in a dry
rescue mission of a downed
~-te_r_r_
it_ory...;;....·-·------- pilot in Iraq.

Also included are messages
from President Ronald J. Kurth
aDd Alumni Association director Donna Herilcfon.
About 50 alumni and 12
students are receiving the ·
newsletter.
~eridon said her inspirationfor the newsletter came from
working with returning Vietnam War priROners of war for
tlie Red Croes. She said that
what hurt veterans of that war
more than anything else was
the "lack of home support."
Alumni Association director
Donna Herndon said she got
the idea for the newsletter from
the University of Kentucky,
which has a similar periodic,}
that it produces monthly.
f•
"The newsletter is an expres·
sion of our interest and con·

Travel and study in Britain for a summer term,
a semester or longer .... and earn MSU credit
at the same time.

cern," said Herndon.
Also working on the project
are Patti Jones as copy editor
and Brenda Hart as production
editor. The logo artwork was
created by Amanda Jacobi.
Other features inlude
reprinted cartoons, " Comedy
Corner," and MSU sports
updates.
The next issue will list the
names and unit assignments of
those students and alumni currently deployed.
Anyone wishing to add an in·
dividual to the mailing list may
contact the 'Alumni Association
at 3737. The Alumni AsSociation needs the deployed in·
dividual's full name, social
security number and overseas
aadress.

ON THE WAY UP
Students are seemto be making more use of the library as
midterms approach.

PEOPLE
TWo members of the faculty in the department of political
science, criminal justice and legal studies have presented ar·
ticles or had them published during the last six months.
CONCETTA CULLIVER presented five papers to professional conferences. "Women Behind Prison Bars: A
Historical Perspective," uAssessing Performance Appraisal
in State and Federal Correctional Institutions," "Battered •oil
Men: Do They Really Exist?" "Youth in Custody: Some
Regional Differences,"and "Mainstreamed Learning Disabled Students Vulnerability to Juvenile Delinquency."
MARK WATTIER had "Retrospective Voting in President ial Primaries" accepted for publication in the Midsouth
Political Science Journal. Wattier also presented "Choice of a
Primary" to the Southern Political Science ~iJ\tion and
"Simple Modele ofQanc}idate ChoiQ.i in 19~" tot~-Midwest
Political Science Association. Wattier, alOng with two others,~
also presented "A General Theory of Voting" to the Midwest
Political Science Association.
1

1

Pick up a MSU Alumni Association and MSU Foundation
Undergraduate and Graduate
Scholarship Application
Today
**lvrt student who will be a sophomore, junior,
senior or graduate student in the Fall'91 is eligible.
**Dedle:

Find out how at an information meeting and tea.

Man:h 1

**Pick up applications in the Alumni Office, 4th
Aoor, Sparks Hall; Information Desk at Curris
Center; Foundation Office, 5th Aoor, Sparks
Hall; and the Office of School Relations

The
Slgm

Wednesday, Feb. 27
3:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Currta Center
RocJdDa Chair Lounge

For more information, contact:
Dr. Ron Cella 762.-4532.
Ms. Melody Weiler 762.-3784
Dr. Gary Hunt 762.-4518
Ms. Celia Wall
762.-4152

r

Good Luc kl
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:CNN paves way
mainsinBaghdadasCNN'son·
ly foreign correspondent in
' The war in the Persian Gulf Iraq.
may be half way around the
John Dillon, instructor of
• world, but state of the art j~urnali~m and radi?/televi• technology and the 24-hour s10n, sa1d CNN has displayed
news service provided by · the aggressive reporting durmg the
Cable News Network, war.
Americans have virtually in"CNN, it seems to me, went
stanteous access to events as the extra yard to see that they
they happen.
would have continued access,"
CNN has been on the air for Dillon said.
10 years but has paved the way
"CNN is doing an excellent
for other broadcasting stations job of giving the American
during the past month.
television audience what it
Robert Lochte, associate pro- wants - immediacy and quan·
fesssor of journalism and tity," Lochte said.
radio/television, attributes
But he also said there tends to
much of CNN's initial success be an instant overload that OC·
to its long-standing connections curs when so much news is
in the Middle East and around presented in such a short time.
the world.
"By pursing all the facts as
.The CNN staff knows who are they get them, CNN confuses
credible sources, Lochte said.
its audience, journalists and
Mark Wattier, associate pro- the government," Lochte said.
feasor of political science,
He said CNN is doing a better
criminal justice and legal job covering the war than
studies, said the key to good anyone else on television. "I
can't fault anything CNN is do• war coverage is organization.
"If you deploy your bureaus . ing," he said.
the way CNN has done, it gives
Although much of the inforreporters a chance to develop mation being broadcast now is
sources," Wattier said.
under strict censorship, CNN
CNN has reporters and has been able to gather more
bureaus in strategic places in original material than any
Saudi Arabia and Israel as well other network.
as Baghdad. Peter Arnett re"CNN it seems to me has

-
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broadcasts
St dents watch CN N
U

·,. By STACEY CROOK
Staff wnter

for updated coverage
By STACEY CROOK

dates," said Brent Lamb, a
junior optoptetry major from
As the war in the Persian Clay. "I automatically turn it
Gulf continues, Americans sit on."
by their televisions and watch.
Although many reports from
Cable News Network is one sta- the Gulf are strictly censored, ·
tion many viewers turn to.
Kimberly French, a sophomore
"CNN showed coverage no elementary education major
other news team showed," said from Green\'ille, said CNN is as
Tiffany Akermann, a junior ex- adequate as they can be.
ercise science major from
Nefson Bagget, a freshman
Belleville, lll.
art
major from Paducah, said
According to USA Today, ap·
CNN
is the network of his
proximately 56 million
choice.
Tom Brockman. a sophomore criminal justice major, catches up Americans get cable. CNN is on"
"They are the most imthe preferred cable package at
on the latest events.
Murray Cablevision, said Cin- mediate, the ftrst as far as
covering the topic," he said.
dy Forth, office manager.
scooped the other networks," Dillon said.
Forth said she thought more "Others get the news from
Wattier said. "They are the
Although CNN has the most
news leaders."
effective and up to the min~te people were watching CNN, but CNN."
Dillon said all the networks coverage, Dillon said he views no one has called and requested
Mark Wattier, associate procable so they could receive fessor of political science, crimincluding CNN are not only their covet·age as brash.
reporting the war but they ;:tre
ninal justice and legal studies,. '- ....
He said CNN is changing the CNN.
dramatizing it.
way news is delivered.
Gina Clark, a senior accoun- said with all the censorship be"CNN, more than any other
"By word of mouth, CNN has ting major from Madisonville, ing placed on the information
network, is making this war bad the most efficient said she preferred CNN not on- from the Middle East there will
out to be more like a multi- coverage," Dillon said. ly because of its coverage but be little original reporting from
dynamic event when their con- "They've become a model also because it is on 24 hours a now on.
"Everything will be official,"
tmuons coverage deals in part good or bad - that other net· day.
"CNN bas more recent up- he said.
to inform and also to titillate," works will copy."

History in the making!
Murray's first television station

Staff Writer

14K GOLD BUTTERCUP
DIAMOND
EARRINGS
ONLY

$1288

is proud to broadcast
MSU basketball

MSU vs. Middle Tennessee
Saturday
10:30 p.II1. tape delay
Tune to Murray Cablevision
Channel46
Attend the game and support the Racers,
then watch it on 1V 461

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
Only at
••
••
•
••
Video
•
Delivery at
•
••
4 p.m. daily. Family BeBtaurant •
Gold
••
••
1206 Chestnut 759-4944
510 Main 753-2975
••
••
New
for
Murrayl
••• An all new concept in home entertainment, including ••
••
Free Delivery from Pagliai's•
••
••
Package Includes the following:
••
••
•••
••
••
2.
1.
Phone PagJiai's for your
VIDEO GOlD
•
••• forPhone
meal
(minimum $5 order)
•
your rental selection,
••
and request your free video
PaeJiai's will deliver
••
pickup I delivery•
your selectlon.
••
•••
••
••
••
•••
3.
••
•••
Pagliai's will collect all proceeds-credit cards acceptable•
••
•
•
••
Please have driver's license ready to present ·
•••
to PagUa l's driver upon arrival.
••
•••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The Sisters of
Sigma Sigma Sigma
wish to congratulate the
Beta Sigma Pledge Class
Mindy june
laura Bagwell
Ashley Moore
jen ifer Brennan
Stephanie Turner Michelle turner
Becky l:ebman ·
Sarah Rothenburger
Melissa DunA~~ Kell~ Wo~kman
Lorie Heath
D'Anna Browning

PAOJJAfS

.•
•

'••
~

,••
t

t

••••

•t
•t

•~

••
••
;

l•

I•'
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Planning Fair
Saturday, Feb. 23
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Outpatient Surgery Center
Whether you're beginning or starting over•••
consider a career In nursing. Nurses are advancing Into exciting new areas
of healthcare and have opportunities to grow.You·n have an opportunity to
discover the rewards and challenges of nur1ing. Area repreaentlttvea from
the schools listed below will be eager to answer your quntlons about a
career as a nurse•

Hopkinsville Community Collage
Murray State University
Paducah Community College
University of Tennessee at Martin
Adults Belong In College
Murray State University's continuing education program "Adults Belong in
College• will offer information about financial assistance, admissions.
housing, and other college neceasrtles to make the transition back to
school an easier one for you .

For detllll contlct
Lyn Ryan, R.N.
Nurse Recruiter
712·1311

MURRAY
O\I.l...OW\Y
COUNTY
IDSIUAL
803 Poplar Street
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL
MELANIE
BUCKLIN

Storm causes
phone problems
Lightning strikes and the phones go out. Ah, life
on the Murray state campus.
According to James DeBoer, director of communications, about 30 percent of the telephones on ::·
campus were put out of commission Sunday and
with it, many of the normal routines went out, as
well.
Girlfriends and boyfriends were suddenly without ·
communication with each other and students were
left to starve since there was no way of making a
call to the local pizza delivery.
In case of an emergency, what happens? Sure, the
' dorms have two-way radios, but what if a person in
need of help cannot get word to the radio operator?
A serious problem, indeed.
Not only that, but administrative functions were
side-tracked due to the "out of order" status on the
phones.
The phones may be out for a short while, but the
long-range outlook may prove to be quite costly for
the university, and ultimatly, the entire student
body.
Sure, these things can be classified as "freaks of
nature," but where will we be left? That's right, out
in the cold when it comes righ~ down to it.
Ma Bell, where are you when we need you?

Racer hoopsters
do Murray proud

News
Editor

Many hands
censoring
news media

/

7
/

/

It seems like this has become an annual tradition

around here, praising the basketball team for what
it's accomplished.
The Murray State Racer basketball team has clinched at least a tie for its fourth consecutive OVC title. With an impressive record of21-8 and 9-2 in the
OVC, we have to be really proud of our guys on the
hardwood.
Congrats to the team and the number of outstanding athletes on the squad. Throughout the fouryear reign as champs, Paul King has been a definite
leader and is the fu·st player in OVC history to start
on four championship teams. Others, such as Doug
Gold, Donald Overstreet, Greg Coble and the "big
man" himself, Popeye Jones have all contributed
greatly to the program and paved .the way to the
NCAA tournaments.
A tip of the hat to coach Steve Newton. Newton
has shown an incredible sense of loyalty to MSU by
turning down several offers from other colleges and
has proved himself to be a true mastermind on the
court.
From all of us at The Murray State News and the·
rest of the students, faculty and staff at
MSU ...WAY TO GO, GUYS!

The

Murray State News·
111 WllaonHall
2809 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Bhonnda Kerr
Editor in chief'

Mike Paduano

Melanie Bucklin
News editor

Sporta editor

Eric Walker

JohnBernmr

VleWpOiDt editor

Photosraphy editor

Jennifer Jenkin8

Amy Hicks

Campua life editor

Advertiaingmanapr

Reader responds to editorial
To the Editor:
I am a student here ai Murray State and I feel the
coverage that The Murray State
News gave to the "peace rally"
held on Wednesday, Jan. 23
was rather unsatisfactory.
The front page article was
quite a well written article, but
the main objection I had to it
was how the reporter stated,
"students at Murray State voiced their approval of the war at a
forum Wednesday." when, in
fact, the whole forum was initiated by peace activists ...
Another article that disturb·
ed me was your own editorial. 1
disliked how you questioned
the reasons for protests by ask·
ing if the people were trying to
relive the Vietnam-era protestS
of the 1960s and 1970s. These
students are not trying to relive
the past, they are trying to save
O!lf~ future. They are not hippies
or flower children, they are concerned citizens who just want
peace.
You also said that men and
women in the armed forces are
fighting to protect our
freedoms. But I ask you, is it
our freedoms that are at stake
in the Middle East? We are
fighting to free a country that
never gave its people much
freedom to begin with...
Also you wrote that nonviolent peace rallies can be
planned and there should be no
war protests or flag burning. I

Dr. Ann L. Landini
Adviaer
The staff of The Murray State News includes Leieh Landini, Jame1
Lockwood, Amy Lear, Krlstie Helma, Angle Middleton and Bill Baltz,
lll8istant editors; Rob WUkenon, graphics editor; Karl Flood, cartoonist;
Jon Futrell, chief reviewer; Larissa Wardelner, advertising production
manager; Keyla Martin, classified manager; Cyru1 A&alJ , systems
manager; Rebecca Cogan, Kevin Leverenz, Trent Redmond and
Thomas H. Wheeler, photographers; Mark Adame and Chria Thompson,
artists; Patricia Cash, Brad Crafton, Stacey Crook, Tiffany Devine,
Alyssa Harvey, Amy Helm, Jennifer Johnson, Shawn Lockman,
Theresa Mays, Becky Naughton, Jenna Newton, Lori Shain. and John
Wright, staff writers; Kristi Ruggles, specialiK!c:tions editor; Mark Batea.,
Angela Bird, Lisa Farril. Mitch Fain and Sharon McCullagh, advertising account representntiaves; Lance Balmer, Cheryl Gentry, Lea Ann
Mansfield, Kelly Owen, and Mike Robinson, advertising design and pro·
duct.ion; Tonnya Kennedy, copy editor and graduate assistant; Orville
Herndon, computer technician.
Thl! Murray Sta.U> NfiUJI 11 prepared and edited by journalism studenta under the ad·
vasership of Dr. Ann L. Landini, usi.atant professor in the d~pa.rtment o( journaliam
and radio/television Opimons expreued are thoee of the editon and other aigned
wrltere. These opinions do not neeeuarily repr-nl the view of journalism faculty or
the UAivenity. Thte is au officaal publication of Murray State Univert~ity
Til! Murray Stau Nrw• welcome~ )et ten to the ecbtor. The deadline for 1\lbmitting ia
4 p.m. on tho Monday prior to Friday'• paper. Letter• are publiahed u space allowa, and
the New• reserves the right to edit letters to conform with style and apecial coualdera· ~
tioiUI. Allleltel'll should be ty~ and doubl.,·spa* and should not run more than 300
words. All letters mW>t be llijlled and mclud• the vmter'a address, classification or title
and phone numhl!r for verification. Letters signed by more than one person may be
printed at the staira discretion. All letters printed will be on m e at the N~w1 office for
public inspection
The Murray StaJr New• ia publiehcd wet-kly during fall and spring aemestel'll except
durmg bohday and examina tion penods.

,.. firmly assure you that the
students initiating both rallies
so far have never had any
violence related problems with
their rallies, and not one flag
ha~ been burnt in protest. It is
quite a shame, however, that
even though flag burning is not
illegal, the mentality of the
residents of this area leads
them to believe they can go
beyond the law and threaten
persons, like Mr. Reeves, and
imply their own restricted
thought on everyone who
doesn't agree with them.
And I question the governments justification for being
there. President George
Bush ...says we are there to
spread democracy and establish
peace in the Middle East. If this
country wants to spread
democracy so greatly, how is it
that we stood by and watched
Chinese students in
Tiananmen Square, who were
fighting for freedom, get mowed
down by army tanks, complete·
ly ignoring their cries for help
from the United States. And
what about the racial tension of
Aparthied in South Africa?
Why don't we help establish
equality and democracy there?
The sad truth is that the
United States would not be in
the Middle East if it had
nothing to gain, be it oil or not.
Another section of the paper
that I found unsatisfactory was
the Focus section in which the

student opinions were being expressed...Not one anti-war view
was expressed. I find it bard to
believe that no anti-war viewpoints could be found. Although
they are a small fraction of the
campus. their views are as important as anyone else's.
Now I would like to address
those students and community
members who say, '1f we do not
stop Hussein now, he will take
over the world." This is of
course untrue. I feel that Hussein would stop with Kuwait, a
land which his people feel is
still theirs anyway.
And on the subject of
patriotism , who is more
patriotic? Someone who just
waves flag or someone willing
to work for some real change for
the better. And the people who
say "love it or leave it" are
possibly scared of real freedom
because it means
responsibility.
And lastly I would like to tell
everyone .. . to not believe
everything you hear and to not
blindly follow an idea or action
because someone tells you to.
Question their views and actions and... then decide for
yourself... In other words, doB't
be lead around by a blind
shepherd.
Marty Ward
Pre·Med Major
Murray

Local United Way thanks MSU
To the Editor:
crease in pledges. This year
On behalf of the Mur- Murray State University had
ray/Calloway County United an increase of 128 percent ...
Way Board, Bob Cornelison quite an accomplishment!
I would like to offer a special
(1990 campaign Chairman),
and Ronnie Gibson (1990 thanks to Dr. Ronald Kurth for
United Way Board President), I the cooperation and support he
would like to thank the faculty, gave to our organization. He
staff and students of Murray was very generous in allowing
State University for their the Murray/Calloway United
outstanding contribution to the Way to campaign on the Mur·
ray State campus.
United Way.
!
Murray State University was
Also, I would like to recognize
recognized recently at our ar!· Mr. Roger Weis, American
nual victory celebration for humanics campus director and
their remarkable increase in the students of the American
pledges this year. The universi· humanics department for the
ty was the first recipient of th~ hard work they contributed to
United Way's Traveling our campaign. Mr. Weis, a
Trophy, which will be given an· member of the United Way
nually to the pacesetter with Board, worked exceptionally
the highest percentages in· r hard coordinating presentaOJ

-tions on campus..His efforts are
certainly appreciated. The
American humanics students
distributed campaign materials
throughout the campus, the
United Way values their donation of time and energy.
Again, this year's United
Way Fund Drive has come to a
successful close and the faculty.
staff and students of Murray
State University have given
much needed support to their
neighbors in Murray/Calloway
County. Thanks to you Murray
State University, it work~ for
all of us ... the United Wayl
Chuck Williams
President, Murray/Calloway
County United Way

1 can remember being about
four years old and standing in a
pew during mass, one Sunday. I
looked up at my mom and said
as loud as I could, "Mom,
what's tha ...." Suddenly, there
was a hand over my mouth
silencing my question.
It seems that sever.al . . .times
since then, I have encountered
a silencing hand.
As the Persian Gulf War
enters my home on TV, I feel
Uncle Sam's hand every time I
read those words, "Cleared by
U.S. military." Those words
make me wonder what the
government is not telling us.
I realize that specific locations and strategies should not
be revealed in order to protect
our troops, but any information
that does not jeopardize our
troops should be open to the
American public without
censorship.
As I grew up and began to
study journalism, I realized
that I would encounter a range
of censorship in my life. In
working for the newspaper, I
have come across people who
would tell the newspaper staff
not to cover certain events on
campus. If we censored our
coverage we would not be offering objective information to our
readers.
Nothing we print will please
all the peop1e all the time, and
that is the way it should be if
we are doing our job well.
Recently, we have also had
subjects that would only grant
interviews if they could read
the copy before it was printed.
The Murray State News has
not, and will not, subscribe to
such prior restraint. People
should be confident in their
statements. We only print what
they say.
Of course, there are those officials who censor university
coverage by only allowing
positive information to be
releaRed. Students are adults
and are able to come to their
own conclusions if they are
given all the facts. However,
when they are not given alJ the
facts, they are unable to make
accurate judgements despit~
the efforts of The News,
We also confront censorship
when our reporters are not
allowed to do interviews with
students or athletes without
consulting an adviser or coach
first. There should not be any
reason a student cannot discuss
campus iAsues with the press
directly. The authority's
presence could inhibit the truth
and lead to an inaccurate story:.
Again, people should not fea~ ·
the press. We do not report
stories in revenge. We jusi
report the facts, regardless of
who they favor.
We face another aspect of n
being "given all the facts" each
week as we report on police
beat. We are given incident
reports with the names Of
students blotted out. Thf
University bases this censorship on the Buckley Amendment because Public Safet?'
shares records with other campus offices. They are classifying
campus crimes that happen in
the residential complex as dor.,.
mitory incidents instead Of
campus crimes just because Of
their location.
'
College students, over the age
of 18, are legally considered
adults, but sheltered on campu&
as if they are children. If they
commit a crime they should
face the consequences and th'
public has a right to know the
problem is being addressed.
Someday we all leave o
parents, and do not have to fa
our mother's hand anymorel
But when will we not have t'
face other hands of censorship'~

l
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FOCUS
~ Many

measures taken to provide security
By LEIGH LANDINI

The scene: A college campus anywhere in the
... UILlted States.

The time: sometime around 2 a.m. on any night.
The situation: An individual finds an exterior
door to a residence hall propped open, sneaks in
and steals a stereo from someone's unlocked room.
Although this situation is make believe, crimes
can and do happen on college campuses
throughout the country, but officials at Murray
State University have taken steps to reduce
Jcrime on this campus.
~ One of the primary ways to reduce crime is by
1setting a time to lock the side doors of the
l residence halls, said Paula Hulick, director of
hOUI:ling.
1
' All doors except the front door are locked by
midnight. Residents of several of the female
' residence halls have voted to lock the doors
earlier. she said.
"' Hulick said the Housing Office hopes to have a
1
card access system working within about five
years. Under this plan, the side doors would re·
mc.in locked at all times, and the card would
>serve as the key for all residents of a particular
l hall, she said.
"The (national) trend that you are seeing is
"' door access'by some type of card. It gives the stu··dent flexibility, yet meets some of the expectations of the university," Hulick said.
. Currently, if a student enters the residence
•,hall after midnight, the security guard working
j at the desk i's supposed to stop the student and
,.ask to see an identification card, Hulick said.
.. "If a student forgets his/her ID card, we have
... ways to cope with that. We have several in-bouse
J things that we can do to resolve that," Hulick
said.
Hulick said one of the ways the guard can
.:verify a person's identity is to ask for his or her
' social security number and check it against the
•I listing of residents for a particular residence
, hall.
• However, problems with the side doors do exist
~·and are an on-going problem, Hulick said.
' "In the male halls, males tend to vandalize the
' doors by taking the hardware off. In female halls,
they tend to prop the door open with a can,"
Hulick said.
Joe Green, associate director of public safety,
said his staff finds side doors propped or open bet,ween four to five times a week.

.

Donn Rule Violations
Fall Semester 1990

Total incident reports filed-904
Each Incident report may contain
violations for a resident.

~n~ltlple

Source: HOUSING OFFICE

"It's not a safe practice at all because you don't
know who's going to enter that door once it's propped open," Green said.
He said there are several methods of propping a
door open such as taping the latch open or propping the door with a rock.
Both public safety officers and residence hall
security guards check the doors every night.
Ron Wilson, coordinator of the security guard
program, said he utilizes several "rover" guards
each night to check the doors.
The rover guards walk around the residence
hall complex to check doors and relieve the desk
guard so he or she can check the halls of the
dorm, Hulick said.
In addition to the security guards who check
the exterior doors, Racer Patrol and public safety
officers check the security of the doorS.
"The security ~ards hired by the Housing Of.
flee are very good about making rounds and
checking doors. Without those guys, I'm sure the

Caper educates reporters
Even though I live off campus, I had heard
some rumors from friends and classmates that
the residence halls were easy to get into after
visiting hours.
After working late in the newsroom one
night last week, a couple of my co-workers,
Melanie Bucklin and Jennifer Jenkins and I
decided to go check out the situation.
We left the newsroom at about 1:20 a.m.
Thursday morning and set out on our
adventure.
At 1:30 a.m., we started the climb up one of
the Hart Hall exterior stairwells. We made it

FIRST PERSON
all the way to the seventh floor and opened the
side door. We then tried the sixth, fifth and
fourth floor doors. Each of these doors was
unlocked. A couple of doors did not have locks.
About the time we made it to the third floor,
we encountered two guys who were dumbfounded that we had made it all the way up to
the seventh floor without getting caught, of
course they did not know what we were ac·
tually doing there. One of the guys said he had
tried to sneak his girlfriend in and he got
caught.
After running away from the two guys and
debating on where to go next, we decided to
check one of the side doors at Franklin Hall.
We opened the door with no problems.
We then went to Richmond Hall where we
found one of the side doors open. This time we
got braver and decided to go up an interior
stairwell.
As we were going up the stairs, a male student was coming down and told us the fourth
floor was "clear." Being three nosey journalists, we decided to check it out. We made it
up the stairs. Jennifer opened the door, peek·
ed around and saw a security guard.
Needless to say, we ran down the stairs and
out the door as fast as we could. When we got
outside we found the same guy we had passed
on the ·way up the stairs. He was trying to
sneak a girl in the building.
We kept on running as fast as we could, and
ducked behind some bushes to wait it out.
While we were waiting in the bushes outside
the dorm, we beard the security guard come
outside and ask the guy what the commotion
was. The guy said he saw three girls running
out of the dorm. The security guard said be
was just trying to do his job and asked which
way we went.
After that escapade we decided to go across
the. street to Regents Hall. We walked in the
front door of Regents and got on the elevator
with no problem. The guard' at the desk did
not ask to see our student identification cards.
The side doors of White were locked, but we
walked through the front door and past the
security guard at the desk. He did not ask to

..

?hoto by TOM WHEELER
The door located on the fifth floor, north
wing of Hart Hall, was one of the doors
found open.

see our IDs and we walked on by and got on
t he elevator.
We made it to the top floor and sat down in
the lobby area to rest for a few minutes. We
then went down the stairs and out the front
door without being questioned.
We discovered that the door facing Chestnut
Street on Clark Hall was locked, but the side
door was unlocked.
We then went to Elizabeth Hall,-and once
again we walked in and were not asked to
show our IDs.
We went to Hester Hall and walked in the
front door. We decided to talk to the security
guard on duty instead of going upstairs.
Springer Hall was our toughest challenge of
the night. The side doors were locked and
when Melanie tried the old "I'm kidnapping
my sorority little sister" line on the security
guard, she was told that she would have to call
her to come down to the lobby. So we left.
We were finished with all the dorms except
Woods Hall. We had heard that it was easy to
get into the back door at Woods, but when we
tried it, the door was locked.
During our late night adventure, we found
out that the side doors on the male residence
balls were not secure and some doors did not
even have locks. We decided that it was too
easy to get by the security guards at the desk
in the upperclass female dorms, but Springer
was the safest female residence hall. We also
decided that Woods Hall was not as easy to get
into as we had heard it was.

/

doors to their ,rooms, Hulick said. About 50 percent of the residents do not lock their doors, she
said.
"A college age person tends to think that
they're indispensable, and that no one is going to
hurt them. Therefore, they sometimes put
themselves in · a vulnerable position," Hulick
said.
One way the Housing Office tries to alleviate
the problems with propping open doors or not
locking 'the room doors is th1·ough education,
Hulick said.
"One of our constant challenges is to educate. I
think what we constantly do is educate," Hulick
Noise
said.
nc4.44%)
Education in the residence halls takes many
forms including floor meetings and posting flyers
on the bulletin boards in the halls.
....._ ....
Hulick suid during the floor meetings, the resi·
dent advisers try to talk to the residents about
specific problems in the residence hall, such as
door proppings, and to make them aware of the
situation. The Housing Office also offers pt·ograms in the residence halls to discuss important
issues to the residents, Hulick said.
Wilson said flyers are posted' on the bulletin
boards
alerting residents to the escort service
Graphic by ORVILLE HERNDON
and safety tips.
Hulick said the Housing Office staff also tries
doors would be left open a lot more than they to educate the parents of MSU students by
already are," Green said.
publishing newsletters to the parents.
According to a survey conducted by the HousHulick said she is hoping to conduct a "safety
ing Office during the fall semester, 29 percent of awat·eness week" next year to educate residence
the residents who replied said they were not at hall residents about security practices.
all likely to close the propped door. Forty-three
Hulick said she believes one of the best aspects
percent of the male residents said they would not about the residence hall security on the Murray
close a propped door, and 20 percent of the female State campus is the 24-hour a day desk coverage.
residents said they would not close a propped
"We want to offer and provide as safe an endoor.
Another question on the survey revealed 66 vironment as we can," Hulick said.
Green said he thinks highly of the security
percent of the respondents strongly disagree that
all outside doors except the main entrance should practices on this campus.
be locked 24 hours a day.
"I think our students are aware that by their
"How I interpret it as far as doors being pro- propping a door open or something of that
pped open is that it would infr~nge upo~ the _ac· nature, they cannot only get themselves injured,
cessibility of what they (the residents) mtght hke but they're putting other people in jeopardy as
to have," Hulick said.
well," Green said.
"I don't think they see it as a safety issue, they
"I think right now our conditions in the
see it as free access," she said.
residence halls and on campus overall are in
Another issue is some students do not lock the pretty good shape, Green said.

Guards ensure security
Many Murray State University students dread the thought
of staying up all night to cram
for a test, but 35 students stay
up all night as part of their job
as a security guard in the
residence halls.
Ron Wilson, coordinator of
the security guard program,
said the Housing Office
employs these students to ensure security of the residence
halls from midnight to 8 a.m.
each night.
Security guards can work up
to 32 hours, but most work from
16 to 24 hours a week, Wilson
said.
Fifteen students work as
security guards each night,
Wilson said. Woods Hall has
three guards, Hart Hall has two
guards, each residence hall has
a guard and two guards serve
as "rovers."
The rover guards work an
eight-hour shift. They check the
exterior doors of five halls and
relieve the desk guard of his or
her duties, Wilson said. By
relieving the desk guard of his
or her duties, the desk guard is
able to check the interior halls
of the residence halls at various
times of the night, he said.
One of the desk guard's
responsibilities is checking
identification cards of the per·
sons entering the residence
halls to make sure that the person entering the hall is a resident. The guards also take
phone calls from persons asking
for information and notifying
the resident adviser on call if a
serious problem arises, Wils6n
said.
"They're a resource person
during the night-time hours,"
Wilson said.
One way the Housing Office
keeps track of the frequency of
events in the residence halls is
through the security guard's
Jog, said Paula Hulick, director
of housing. The log serves as an
hourly report on the status of
the residence halls, she said.
"It's a really a good resource
for us," Hulick said.

puterized data oase ot incidents. The incident report.,
are filed into a student's
discipline file.
Security guards also arc
trained to be prepared for any
emergency which might arise
including medical ones, Wilson
said.
After receiving the necessary
training, the security guards
are usually assigned to a particular residence hall, Wilson
said. He said this system builds
a sense of responsibility.
Wilson said it also helps the
guard be able to know the
residents of a certain hall.
Training is completed before
a security guard begins work·
ing in a residence hall, Wilson
said.
However, the long hours are
not for everyone. Wilson said it
takes a special person to do the
job.
"I always tell them that I admire them for that and then
they get up and go to class the
next day," he said.
"They tell me that if they get
their bodies used to it, it's not
that bad," Wilson said.
One of the advantages of being a security guard is that it is
an on-campus job, he said. The
job also allows the students to
get in some study time during
their work shift, Wilson said.
Security guards may also face
a variety of challenges while on
the job such as fights.
Hulick said the office tells the
guards to try not to jeopardize
their safety. The guards may
have to call for assistance from
the department of public safety
in certain situations, she said.
"In trying to break up a fight,
one of the things we have often
recognized that two people can
turn from each other to that
guard. If there is a fight, we
would recommend that they
call Public Safety and then call
for other staff to assist in the
situation," Hulick said.

Susan Scott

For Susan Scott staying
Any incident which occurs is awake on Monday and Wednes·
documented in the log, Hulick day nights is part of her job.
said. The logs are first turned
Scott, a sophomore criminal
into the hall directors and then justice major from Owensboro,
to Wilson who keeps a com· has been a security guard for

four months and has worked in
several dorms.
Scott said she manages to
stay awake during her shifts by
drinking lots of caffeine and
listening to the radio. She also
said people take study breaks
and come down to the desk to
see what she is doing.
"The first night I worked, I
don't know how many Cokes I
drank," Scott said.
''You do get to study a little
bit toward the late hours of the
morning, but you have to
remember that your job comes
first," Scott said.
'
Scott said she had to adjust
her body clock for the job.
"The rtrst couple of weeks
were really hard to adjust. At
midnight, I was usually asleep,
now it's midnight and I have to
be awake for the next eight
hours." she said.
"I feel like I get more out of
the day. I have time to study in
the middle of the day and still
have a social life," Scott said.

Kent Purcell
Kent Purcell, a senior pre·
med major from Paducah, has
worked as a security guard for
three years.
Purcell is currently the train·
ing and scheduling coordinator
of the security guards, and he
said he works one night in the
residence halls.
As the training and scheduling coordinator, Purcell said he
goes over the guard procedures
with the new security guards
and briefs them on what to ex·
pect. He said he also tells them
how to fill out paperwork and
how to deal with emergencies.
In the recent years. Purcell
said he has worked four nights
a week usually Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday
nights.
Purcell said he tries to
schedule his classes early in the
morning so it compliments his
work schedule. He said those
classes seem to work better for
him because he has been awake
for several hours by class time.
"Afternoon classes are
killers. I try not to schedule a
class past 1 or 1:30,'' he said.
Purcell's wife is also a security guard. He said he got her in·
terested in the job.

\
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·Students visit ~oth. r cultures abroad .
..

: By JENNA NEWTON

Study abraad

: Staff Writer

:

Many students dream of
traveling and studying abroad,
but unfortunately few actually
make their dream a reality
because they fear it will be too
expensive, too much of a hassle
to make travel arrangements,
or too frightening to travel
alone.
Each year the Center for International Programs at Murray State University helps hundreds of students fulfill their
dream of traveling abroad by offering an array of both short• term and long-term study
' abroad programs. All of these
programs make it easier for
students to study abroad by
making travel arrangements,
1
providing meals, and finding
housing in advance.
Murray State belongs to two
Kentucky-based consortia that
offer study and travel progr9.Jl!S
in Europe. The Cooperative
, Center for Study in Britain, offers two five-week summer
terms which offer more than 40
, courses in a wide range of subject fields.

... . _ :,;.;..
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Summer Term I combine~ a
touring program with univerity
stays in Scotland, Nothern
England and London.
During Summer Term II, participants live in the residence
hall of King's College of the
Pniversity of London. This program includes round-trip
transportation, a BritRail pass
for unlimited train travel
within Britain for 22 days and
bus and subway passes.

CCSB also offers a two-week
program in London during
Christmas break, which
features special interest programs in such subjects as
theater, business and nursing.
The Kentucky Institute for
European Studies includes programs in Bregenz, Austria;
Salzburg, Austria; France;
Spain; Italy; and the Federal
Republic of Germany.
Cost of t hese programs in-

eludes round-trip airfare, meals
and accomodations for the
study period of the program, instate tution for three to six
credit hours and some local
transportation costs. A Eurail
pass is also included in some
programs, and most offer an option for independent travel at
the end of the study period.
For students who are more independent or wish to spend a
longer time overseas, the

MSU publishes drug policy
By SHERRY DICKINSON

drug-free campus and drug-free

Reporter

~orkplace .

Often portrayed as hedonistic
party playgrounds, colleges
work hard to discredit that
stereotype and to establish and
maintain drug-free environments for both students
and employees. Murray State
University is no exception.
A recently published pamphlet describes in detail MSU's
policy on controlled drugs and
alcohol.
Each in a separate section,
the pamphlet addresses standards of conduct, legal sanctions, associated health risks,
services available to Murray
State students and employees,
and sanctions
Section r discusses the offical
policy of MSU regard'tng a

According to the pamphlet,
''It is the policy of Murray State
University that the unlawful
manufacture, distribution,
dispensing, possession, or use of
controlled substances is prohibited in buildings, facilities,
grounds or property controlled
by the university and/or while
engaged in univers i ty
business."
The section continues by
outlining the disciplinary ac·
tion available in accordance
with MSU policies. Expulsion
and termination are included
L
within this poljfy.
The criminal sanctions imposed on violators are described in
Section II. The section is composed of summaries of state

...
Center for International Programs offers a variety of longterm programs. Murray State
has direct exchange
agreements with six institu·
tiona in seven countries which
allow students to study or do
research for a semester or an
academic year.
Academic credit is available
for the work done overseas, and
fi n a ncial aid is usually
available.

CIP has extended programs
in Toowoomba, Australia; Cartago, Costa Rica; Sunderland,
, England; Tampere, Finland;
Paris, France; Nairobi, Kenya;
and Sarajevo, Yugoslavia.
Suzanne Keeslar, director of
the KIES Program in France,
said studying abroad is a good
way for students to broaden
their cultural horizons.
'keeslar said study abroad
programs at Murray State are
reasonably priced, especially
when compared to programs offered by many other
universities.
"Some other programs may
seem like a bargain at first, but
they may not include the plane
fare or Eurail pass or they may
be shorter. Be sure and read
carefully when choosing a program,'' Keeslar said.
All sophomores, juniors and
seniors with a GPA of 2.5 and
above are eligible for the study
abroad programs. Acactemic
credit is available, financial aid
is normally applicable toward
study abroad programs and tution costs are comparable to
MSU costs.

POUCEBEAT
Feb. 18

statues which are available at vides additional information on
the Legal Resources Library for drug and alcohol abuse and the
Counseling and Testing Center
examination.
Vioiattons discussed are pur- has educational programming
chase and/or possession of and personal counseling.
alcohol by a minor, driving
The last section describes the
under the influence of alcohol, MSU sanctions and a brief sumpublic intoxication, possession mary of code of conduct and proof an illegal substance, and use cedural standards in
of an illegal substance.
disciplinary proceedings. SecSection III describes the tion IV also includes the federal
health risk involved with use of penalties and sanctions for ila I c o·h o 1 an d co n t r o 11 e d legal possession of a controlled
substances. The pamphlet in- substance.
MSU's distribution of the
cludes a controlled substances
chart which list uses and effects pamphlets does not indicate
of specific drugs.
that this is the first statement
MSU has several programs tor of policy by the University. The
students ~n~ employees wi~ersonnel Policies and Proabuse/addiction problems. Sec-.: cedures Manual and the Stution IV lists some of the ser- de11t .,. Life H andbook also
vices available.
descri~ University sanctions
Student Health Services pro- toward drug and a lcohol abuse.

6:30p.m. -Someone observed a male in his 40's carrying a
T.V. monitor out of the Blackburn Science Building, putting
it into a gray van and driving the van away from the
building.

Feb. 17
4:30 p.m. - An officer reported lightning caused the
telephone system to break down. (see story on page 1)
2:38 a.m. - A student at college courts reported a noise
complaint.

Feb. 16
9:30 p.m. - A college courts resident complained her
neighbor was yelling loudly at her children.

Feb. 14

6:16 p.m. - A resident adviser at Richmond Hall reported
six males preparing to fight on the first floor. A minute later
the resident advisor reported the males had left the area.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
Jennifer Johnson, news writer, from materials available to the
public from the public safety department.
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Scout museum reopens

NEWSBRIEFS
Scholarships available

By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

The National Scouting
Museum made its debut on the
Murray State University campus in 1986 with only enough
funding to remain open during
the summer months. However,
March 1 marks t he museum's
first nine-month season.
The museum came to MSU
after Constantine W. Curris
sent a proposal to the Boy
Scouts of America officials to
relocate the museum at MSU
from New Jersey. Officials
selected MSU as the museum's
home when the BSA moved its
national headquarters to Jrv.
ing, Texas.
Belinda Morgan, a graduate
student in publicity and advertising at the museum, said
there were several reasons for
relocating the museum at
MSU.
The location of the MSU campus near Land Between the
Lakes was a JllJijor factor considered in the relocation of the
museum, since LBL brings in
ne8l·ly 12 million summer vacationists each year.
The Scouting Museum offers
· many attractions to these

Various university and special scholarships for the 1991-92
academic year are available to any qualified history major
and minor.
Applications are available from Dr. Fuhrman in the history
department and must be completed by March 1, 1991. Interested students should call 762-6579 for more information.

Media workshop scheduled
More than 175 high school students and teachers fxom Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee are expected to attend the
18th annual workshop in journalism and broadcasting on
March 11.
Topics to be covered include feature writing, news writing,
sports writing, advertising sales, photography, yearbook production, radio broadcasting and television news/production.
The workshop will also include a writing competition sponsored by the MSU chapter of the Society of Professiona l J ournalists and an advertising layout competition sponsored by
Dennison·Hunt Sporting Goods

International buffet hosted

Photo by TOM WHEELER
I

Gateway Park, a playground that t . .ta phyalcal akllla, lnvttea everyone to come play:

tourists, students and facult) .
One ofthe museum's main attractions is the Norman
RockweU collection, which includes 53 works. Other attractions include an indoor maze,
live storytellers and several
educational programs.

Gateway Park , a 19-element
stress-challenge courae, is a lso
a big attraction for visitors.
Morgan said the Scouting
Museum is not like a traditional museum.
"Here they trace the history
of scouting," Morgan said.

The Scouting Museum will be
open beginning March 1.
Gateway Park will be open
Saturday and Sunday during
April, May, September and October. From June 1 through
Labor Day, the park will follow
regular museum hours.

The International Student Organization will host an international buffet Sunday in the Cun-is Center ballroom. The
cuisine of about 40 different countries will be repre.ented.
After the buffet, the students will perform music and
dances native to their cultures.
The buffet will begin at 1 p.m. Tickets are $6.50 for adults,
$4.50 for students and $3 for children under 12.
The proceeds will benefit the International Student
Organizat ion's activities fund and the International Student
Emergency Loan F und.
y

!CALENDAR
:

;

FrldiY Ftb.22

; ........... Mar1on (ll) PtpelCola wllniiMiw buiMI
ldmDIIIrlllon llld martalllng
Contlc:t tile Plllr.:lrMnt
0t11ce for more Info.

"'*"·

c-t. The Mtmay Stile Wftt
Enumbll at ap.m. In LCMit
Alltlortum. Doug Bllot,
trombonllt, wtll be the g..at
so6ollt. Admllaloft .. S5 for

Saturday Feb. 23

.

c.c.t. lbe Quad State Bands

concert. 2 p.rn. LCMICl

Audllnam. Admlaion Is

rr..

.

Sunday Feb. 24

MoadiY Ftb.25

D--~1111llbrnadclftll

Buffet 1p.m.. Cuntl Cenllr
Blllroorn. Advlncttldclt ....
ontj. Admllslon ls$8.50 for
ldub, $4.50 for MSU
lludentl and $3 for

c:N-..

TuadQ Feb. 26

""'=lor

c.MJ, 'Comedy Zone;7:30

Llllln.
1111
Wortcbce,.
,..,_,
7 p.ID.,IIItltly ftoonl. CWrll

p.m., till StlbM. Admlltlon

lstra.

c.ew.

........ ~ . . .. . . .110,

alld Marti lylor, Jlllr*t,8
p.lll., flmll Adll Hill
Admllllonlltra.

lAIIIII'I. """ Dllllt of Blllce

lnAIMrtca."...-.s

n.on..

colllmRIIt Cll
7
p.111., Cun11 Ctnllr lllllroom.

........ Dill Sigma Thill
Cllllbratll bllclt AmeftciM.
Hart Hill Coflltlloull. 7

llklll, $2 forlludlab.

p.m.
~:

Wednesday Feb. 27
...... "Paccllc Heights,.
3:30, 7 and 8:30 p.m.,
CUrrls Cemlr thelter, $1 for
the mdnee. $1.50 for
IIUdentl,$2.50for otherlat

the--- allow.
........ "High T• English

Slyte.'lnformadonal
IJIIIdng on study In Britain,
3:30 • 5 p.m., Roaoog Chair
Lounge, CUnta Centlr.
Thllln."The Musicians of
Bremen' through March 1.
....,_ att:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m. Admllllon Is $1. ,

Thursday Feb. 28
D~OIL

Phi Alpha Theta/
History Club, recent books
on Martin luther King and
Ralph David Abernathy. 4~
p.m., Bartley Room, Currls
Center. Everyone wek:ome.

MMllng. PRSSA. 7 p.m.,
Cumberland Room, Curris

c.nter.

Calendar Information
The calendar llsls events of
general Interest to the Unlver·
ally community. To place your
actMty on the calendar,stop by
T1le MurTJy
fWNs office
(111 Wllson ~D)and complete
a calendar form. Deadline for
calendar submlssloM Is noon
Monday prior to the Friday Is·

sm.

sue.

Mowte. 'Dersu Uzala', 7:30
p.m.• Currls Center theatre.
Admission Is free.

eonc.t. Jazz concert. 8
p.m.,Johnson theatre.
Admission Is free.

1114 Mumy Stirs Nws lists
events as space allows. Thf
N6ws Is not responsible fort he
MintS or lnfonnatton listed In
this calendar.
(502)762-4468

II

11ian/(§
Cate
Sliaron
fora super

ana

-Don't take a chance
with your future!

9{'Et]) 9{0S'E 1991

-High quality resumes
at reasonable prices

***
Congratulations
Cate C{ine
S{j){ Sttufent Puo{ications

-24 hour service
guaranteed
- Free consultation

Applications are due no
later then March 1.
lbey are available In
1be Mmray Smte News
omce, Room 111 Wilson Hal~
762·4478.

:~-------------------------,
BUFFET SPECIAL
:
1
2 all-you-can-eat
99 1
I
I
•
lunch buffets
:

$5

I

•Drinks not included- special good through 3/8191

L-------------------------~

Come cliect out
our great fetter
styfes ant£ fabrics.
. We've got tlie
6iogest se{ectj,on
in town!

1
1
I

2 all-you-can-eat
Dinner buffets
•Drinks not included· special good through_3/8191.

$6

L------------------~------

Chestnut Street

(R)

1
:

.I

Dances with
Wolves

Sleeping w ith
the Enemy

I
I

69

(PG )

( PG 13)

r-------------------------,
BUFFET SPECIAL

I
I

King Ralph

MONDAY · FRIDAY 12 a.m. - 5 p.m.

753·8867
15th Street, across from Wilson Hall
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SGA works on pedestri.an
~afety at crosswalk areas
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

plaints, SGA began to improve
the pedestrian situation.
While pedestrians have the
"The department of transporright-of-way on most college
tation is supposed to repaint
campuses, many students" at
the crosswalks this spring,"
Murray State University have
Flood said.
found it difficult trying to cross
Flood said the crosswalks
16th Street and Chestnut
-were supposed to have been
Street.
' painted last semester but John
Karl Flood, Student GovernPuryear, chief manager for
ment Association senator from
District 1 of the Department of
the College of Fine Arts and
Transportation, told him the
Karl Flood
Communications, said the prcr
weather turned too cold for the
blem was presented to SGA last
SGA Senator
crews to repaint them.
semester during one of the
Puryear also told FlOod there
Gripe Days.
was no need for caution lights
Flood said many problems ping paint along 't he crosswalkR to be posted along Chestnut
were seen along the two streets: and speeders.
Street. which SGA was pursu- .
After receiving the com- ing. However, the caution
burned-out caution lights, chipAssistant News Editor

''The city said
they were
throwing a net
over the city
and they were
going to target
Murray State."

Scholarships offered
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer

The College of Industry and
Technology scholarship fund increased almost $13,000 from
the 1989-90 to the 1990-91
academic year, and the college
is gearing up for scholarship
distribution again.
Gina Winchester, department
secretary in the College of lndustry and Technology, said the
majority of the increase in
dollars for the college was from'
a significant increase in industry scholarships.
Donations received from
alumni of the college during the
phonathon also helped make
more money available for
scholarships, Winchester said.

lights along 16th Street were
repaired.
Flood said SGA did receive
cooperation from the Murray
Pohce Department with people
speeding along the two streets.
"The city said they were
throwing a net over the city and
they were going to target Murray State," Flood said. "Right
now they are supposed to be
patrolling the area."
Flood said SGA wanted to
make the students aware not
only of the problem, but also of
the solutions. He said the
measures that have been taken
are for the safety of the
students.

T.J.'S

War resolution
passed by SGA

Students share
rides to Murray .

By MELANIE BUCKLIN

By TIFFANY DEVINE

convenient drlve-thru
window

Frldlly night bullet
5 p.m. • 8 p.m.

positive response," he said. "As
gas prices went up we got a lot
The Murray State University more response."
Racer Rider program is looking
Lawrence said he has seen a
for commuters.
big improvement over the two
Tim Lawrence, director of the years he has headed the
Racer Rider program and non- program.
traditional Student Govern"The mail-outs really paid off
ment Association represen- because they reached more peer
tative, said the program mat- ple than ever before. I also placches commuters who might ed ads in The Murray State
otherwise never meet.
News and concentrated more on
"It's a real good program. It the promotion," he said.
saves people expense and it
Lawrence said he would like
saves parking," Lawrence said. to see more people get involved.
"There are two or three dozen
Lawrence estimated there are
people in Paducah alone who 50 students participating in the
can ride together," he said.
Racer Rider Program for the
· -"AU we ask when some one 1990-91 school year.
comes into the Student Ac"Some students get involved
tivities Office is that they leave because of their concern for the
their name, number, address, ) environment," he said.
county and schedule," he said.
"The University doesn't
"We match by county and by claim responsibility for inclasses," he said.
surance," Lawrence said. "It's
Lawrence said that 'way, peo- up to the individual to check
ple are not waiting for two or that out.''
.
three hours for their rides '
The information given to tbe
because they are in classes. W Racer Rider program is treated
«Last fall it really picked up confidentially.
t't
'
when the crisis in the gulf
~awrence said there are even
began, plus campus mail ap- riders from Fort Campbell and
plications were out and got a Paris, Tenn.
Staff Writer

News Editor

In its regular meeting, Student Government Association
unanimously passed a resolution concerning the Persian
Gulf war.
The resolution proposed by Senator Chris Padgett reads:
"Whereas, the Student Government Association is the governing body of all students and student organizations at Murray State University; and whereas, the Persian Gulf War has
caused conflicting opinions among students at Murray State
University; and whereas, the Student Government Association acknowledges that each student has the right to voice
their own opinion regarding the actions taken by the President of the United states leading to the Persian Gulf War; let
it be resolved that the Murray State University Student
Government Association asks that the student body at Murray State University support our fellow students and all men
and women serving in the conflict and their safe return
home."
The resolution was signed by Eddie Allen, SGA president,
and senators Chris Padgett, Bart Scholfield, Carrie Smith,
Shane Black and Tracy Owen, and unanimously passed.
In other business SGA discussed:
• Gripe Days will be held on Tuesday. Tables will be located
in the Curris Center, Faculty Hall and Waterfield Library.
• The exemption committee will be designing a process that
will allow all student organizations to apply for housing exemptions for its members.
• A committee was also formed to discuss policies in the
bookstore and food outlets concerning the safety of students'
belongings while they visit the facilities.

--------------------------1

The Brothers of
Pi Kappa Alpha
woWdHketo congratulate the
Beta Sigma
pledge class

"In addition to increases from
last year to this year, the Alumni and Foundation scholarships
have begun to increase because
of the interest rates,'' she said.
"We are anticipating an additional increase from 1991-92
based on past experience and
interest rates," Winchester
said. 1
New scholarships available in
the college include the Charles
and June Biggart Scholarship
for $500, the MSU!ROTC
Memorial Scholarship for $500
and various industry scholarships that change from year to
year.
Scholarship applications are }
due in departments by March 1.

Cbestnut Street

753-0045

Join the
1991-92
Shield Staff
Come join the 1991-92 Shield Staff.
The Shield is taking applications for
the 1991-92 yearbook staff. Come by
the Shield office in Wilson Hall,
rooms 116 or 121 and pick up an
application. Applications are due
4 :30p.m. March 6
Positions Available:
, ~.. -claW

A8mtaat
!Milar
8polta Jr41tor
Writen

OiP"''wtfcwae

'

SUPERMOM•s ·DELl

Bar-BQ Rib Sandwich
Chips (2.25 oz.)
Fountain Drink (16 oz.)

$

Paul Clements
tlason Weatherford
Jason Worklnoa
Russell Jennings
Sean Byrne
19onny Guess
Rorinie Stroud
Jeny Jessup
Rotiert Lingafelter
Drew Ta~lor
Jimmy Poffenberger
Dat:tan Stallings
Michael Travis
~-. . .Ron Nelson
.
Brian Lung
Derek Boyles

29

Bill Fandrich

·aood
Luck

Specials good Feb. 23 through March 1 ,

801 c
SU!!~a!~lCA®
Coldwater Rd.
I

Subsidiary ol Ashland Oil. Inc

J
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UFE
The Price for a
Hamburger----·
I

Ham it up

mHardee's

I McDonald's
I Wendy's

with town's

BEST BURGERS
By AMY HELM
Staff Writer

The grease sizzles and pops as
a spatula presses down on the
thin patties, and the un·
mistakable smell of onions
permeates the air.
Restaurants across town at·
tract students in droves, as they
seek to quash cravings with
their own little slice of hamburger heaven.
Whether students seek the
fast-food version or the sit·
down, homecooked burger, they
all have an opinion of who has
the best burger in town.
·
What burger sells best?
• R epresentatives from
Hardee's, McDonald's, T.C.'s
Family Restaurant, Golden
Corral, Rudy's Restaurant and
Sammon's Bakery said
cheeseburgers are the most
popular type of burger sold.
Bacon cheeseburgers are the second favorite item ordered.
At Wendy's, a single hamburger is the most popular
item. Wendy's hamburgers are
not put under a heat lamp and
kept until they are purchased.
They are made to order when
they are needed. When
customers order a hamburger
from Wendy's, they get to
choose the toppings that will be
placed on their burger.
Possible toppings include
mustard, ketchup, mayonnaise,
lettuce, picltles," onions or
tomatoes.
"I like Wendy's hamburgers
because they are prepared like I
order them," said Louise
Chiang, a senior English major
from Paducah.
On a typical McDonald's

Student Hamburger
Preferences ................,

D
II
II
EJ

145%1

Wendy's
McDonald's
Hardee~

Sammon's

~

The Stables

D

Martha's

Graphics by ROB WILKERSON

hamburger, one can· expect to
find mustard, ketchup, two or
three pickles and extremely
fine chopped onions.
Suzanne Keeslar, assistant
professor in the department of
foreign languages, said she en·
joys Wendy's.
"They make it fast, and the
way I want it," Keeslar said.
Donna Herndon, director of
Student Alumni Affairs, said
she el_\joys Sammon's Bakery.
"I like Sammon's Bakery
because the hamburgers are
made to order. I love ' the
homemade bun," Herndon said.
"Also, I don't like onions, and it
takes me an hour to scrape
them off at McDonald's."
Perhaps cost and calories are
an important consideration for
hamburger selection. In Mur-

ray, hamburgers cost from 49
cents to $2.79. A plain ham·
burger has about 260 calories.
For t hose who can afford it,
Shoney's All-American is the
most expensive burger in town.
However, Shoney's cooks said
the size and ingredients are important. Shoney's burgers are
made from fresh ground chuck
and made into patties. The size
of a Shoney's All-American is
much larger than a 49 centlt'
McDonald's hamburger, they
said.
The propOrtion of meat to bun
is also important to some.
"I like Wendy's because the
burgers are big. There is more
meat than bun," said David
Shively, a freshman physics
major from Owensboro.
Lisha Brumbaugh, a junior

0Homeplace

broadcast journalism major
from St. Peters, Mo., chose
Wendy's as her favorite ham·
burger restaurant.
"Wendy's burgers are the
closest to home-cooked hamburgers I have found in Murray. I love the grease," Brum·
baugh said.
Is it better to use fresh or
frozen patties?
This topic has been heatedly
debated throughout burger
kingdom. Each restaurant is
fiercely proud of its product,
and any other is worthless and
inferior. Sirloin Stockade's
claim to fame is its charbroiled
burger while Golden Corral
grinds its own beef and seasons
it.
McDonald's has long been
criticized because of its
assembly line pr oduction of
hamburgers.
However, a McDonald's
representative said their hamburgers are better because they
use timed cooking and throw
them away after that time.
McDonald's also cooks on a
grill.
On the other hand, the Log
Cabin Restaurant's ham·
burgers are hand-formed and
cooked from frozen meat.
Dwain Mcintosh, director of
University Information Services, said he likes the sand·
wiches at Sammons but enjoys
Wendy's burgers.
"The best sandwiches in t own
are from Sammon's because of
the homemade bun. I've never
had a hamburger there," he
said. "Also, Wendy's is good
because I like the way the ham·
burgers taste."

~ T.C.'s Family

I Rudy's
0Sammon's
1.25

61 Sirloin

~Stockade

~=n

I Log Cabin
1.55 []

tl Shoney's

1

,,'·

$0

Number of ,Varieties
of Hamburgers iiiiiiiiii

I

Golden Corral

I:
,I

~

D

log Cabin, Rudy's
Sirloin Stockade
Wendy's, Shoney's
Sammon's
rm;l Homeplaoe
liliJ McDonald's

I

~Hardee's
I
I

0
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Illustration by MARK ADAMS

Students find ways arou-nd rising costs in Murray
By AMY LEAR
Assistamt Campus Life Editor

With the cost of college rising each year,
students must now find ways to curb these expenses with clever and money saving ideas.
For students living in apartments, bills, furnishings and entertainment add up to huge
payments. Students have been found to go to
extremes, such as turning the heat down or off
to keep electric bills low. Meanwhile, generic or
cheaper brands of food can be found in
refrigerators across campus.
Terry Williams, a senior graphic arts major
from Paducah, said he and his roommates try to
keep the heat low to save on the electric bill.
" If you are cold, you can always put on a
sweatshirt instead of turning up the heat," he
said.

Heidi Holman, a senior organizatinal communications major from Jeff, Ill., said living
away from home makes students more con·
scious of ways to save money.
"Here, we are more conscious about electrici·
'ty and of leaving the lights on. At home you do
not think about leaving a light on all night,"
she said.
Karen Fox, a senior history major from
Paducah, said to save money she and her room·
mates are always turning off the lights and turning on those that are absolutely necessary.
"We also didn't turn on our beat until
November and don't use our air conditioner
unless absolutely necessary," she said.
Saving on the electricity bill is not the only
money saving technique used by students.
Many have found creative ways to save on

Pizza anyone?
Gas prices are not the only things
fluctuating because of the Gulf War.
Pizza sales also are skyrocketing in
Washington.
According to an article in U.S. News
and World Report, Domino's pizza delivered 55 pizzas to the White House
on the night of Jan. 15, when the United
Nations deadline expired.
The Washington, D. C. franchise also
delivered 101 pizzas to the Pentagon
on the same night. When fighting broke
out, 125 pizzas were delivered to the
Pentagon.
Five pizzas are the average delivery.

water, food and everyday expenses, such as
clothes, textbooks and even dates.
Holman said at school you learn to do things
differently than if you were living at home.
"I do bigger loads of laundry than I normally
do at home, and when doing dishes, I don't
leave the water running," she said.
Williams said he and his roommates shop at
Piggly Wiggly, save the stamps, use additional
coupons when grocery shopping and also look
for sales.
Fox said she and her three roommates try to
use coupons and share the cost of food.
"We share the cooking and meals, and that
cuts down on the amount of leftovers," she said.
Williams said another way to balance his
budget is with dating.
"Coming here, there is not that much to do,"

~-A_S_U_C_E_O_F_LIFE
_ ___,
~

Moyer aDd shaker

Gina Clark is a student who takes campus
involvement to heart.
The senior accounting major from Madisonville is involved in several campus organizations and maintains a 3.8 grade point average.
Clark said the desire to do well comes from
within herself, and she has to stay motivated to
perform at her best
She also urges other Murray State University
students to get Involved.
Jllus1ration by MARK ADAMS

he said. "So you can go out an·d eat or go to a
movie and t hen to a party."
· Students living on campus, especially
freshmen and sophomores, have an already
made food budget if t hey use their meal plans
for the major ity of their meals.
"I don't buy much food other than with the
meal plan," said Stacy Gross, a sophomore
elementary education major from Frankfort.
Amy Like, a freshman marketing major from
Bettendorf, Iowa, said she has learned to compare prices while at school.
"I have also learned to do without the extras
such as clothes," she said. "I can't go shopping
as much as I used to."
Like said she found ways to save money on
furnishing for her room by shopping early and
looking for bargains.

On the air

.Just In case

Murray State University's televlson
station, MSU TV-11, began full operatlon last week for the spring semester.
The four program ~ broadcast
are "Newscenter 11 ," "Newsllne,•
"Newsmakers" and •sports Overtime.•
"Newscenter 11 " airs at 6 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
"Newsline" Is a five-minute analysis
of news, weather and sports aired at 6
p.m. on Mondays and Thui'sdays.
"Newsmakers• airs at6:05 p.m. each
Monday.
"Sports Overtime" airs on Thursdays
at 6:05 p.m.

Because cars generally break down
when people least expect them to,
Consumer's Research has suggested
drivers keep emergency supplies in the
car trunk.
Cautious drivers should keep a jack,
jumper cables, a reflective warning triangle and flares, a flashlight with alkaline batteries, a first-aJd kit with a pocketknife, basic tools, a flexible wire and
vinyl electrical tape, a small fire extlngulsher, a gallon of water and a personaiiD.
Drivers should not only keep these
supplies, but know how to use them.

I

I
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MSU organizations, classes
keep accounting major busy

Tips offer help for stuqy
By SHAWN LOCKMAN
Staff Writer

Wouldn't it be nice if every time a student
took a test, the teacher covered exactly what
was going to be on the test that prevented late
night studying or all-nighters.
Unfortunately, this is not realistic and the
faculty of Murray State have some suggestions to help students study more effectively.
Dr. Bill Albritten, director of Counseling
and Testing Center, said students should get
into a daily routine for their activities, setting
aside time to study and not to study.
" I suggest putting together a systematic
way of taking notes; and if students do not
. take well-organized notes in class, they should
spend some time after class organizing their
notes into a form that will make sense in the
future," he said.
Albritten a l~o said there is an importance
that non·academic activites play in the success of a student.
"We suggest that they do not neglect

By JENNIFER JENKINS
campus life Ed1tor

Gina Clark believes in
involvement.
The senior accounting major
from Madisonville is a testament to campus participation.
She is an active member of
several accounting organizations, and though she is busy
keeping up with the clubs, she
finds time to study and main·
tain a 3.8 grade point average.
Clark is the corresponding
secretary of Beta Alpha Psi, the
honor ary national accounting
fraternity. She also is treasurer
of the business fraternity Phi
Beta Lambda; a member of the

MAKING
THE gntpE
Accounting Society; a member
of the business honor society,
Beta Gamma Sigma; and a
member of Gamma Beta Phi
and Alpha Lambda Delta honor
societies.
In t he little spare time she
bas, Clark said she enjoys jogging, listening to alternative
music and oldies but goodies
and learning to play the
acoustic guitar.
'1.ast semester I started tnk·
ing acoustic guitar le8sons, and
I'm trying to find time to practice this semester," she said, .
"but I'm not doing very well."
And, like the guitar lessons,
Clark said it is a challenge to
find time for herself amidst her
activities and study habits.
"It is hard to find time. Beta
Alpha Psi takes up a lot of my
time, as well as the upper-level
accounting classes homework,"
she said.
But to Clark, t he benefits
outweigh t he disadvantages.
She said she especially enjoys
her position in Beta Alpha Psi.
That direction is pointing
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Photo by JOHN BERNING
Gina Clark, a senior accounting major from Madisonville, 8ald
she enjoys being Involved In campus organizations.

toward working in one of the
"big-six" accounting frrms in
Nashville, Tenn., after her
December 1991 graduation, if
everything goes according to
Clark's plans.
Clark said she also hopes to
intern with ABC Publishing in
New York or Los Angeles this
summer.
· All of this, she said, stems
from campus involvement.
Clark said she was involved
in her small high school, but
she did not get really active un·
til she came to college.
She said ~he urges others to
get involved on campus as well
because it can only benefit a
student in the long run.
She said there are certain
steps a student should take to
become active within his or her
field.
'vrhe main thing is when you

get a letter in the mail about an
organization and go to the
meeting, don't just go and sit
there and wait to leave,'' she
said. "Talk to some of the officers and people there to find
o u t m o r e· a b o u t t h e
organization.
"See if t hese are the kind of
people you· want to be involved
with," she said.
Outside of doing well within
organizations, Clark said she
stays ahead in school by studying three or four hours each
day, going to class and keeping
up with homework.
It is important for students to
speak out if they are having
problems in class, she said.
Editor's Note: This is the first
part of a 10-part series
spotlighting student scholars
who are active on campus.

themselves. If you are in good physical health, l
~
yow· mind set is much sharper," he said.
Dr. Gordon Loberger, professor of English,
!
said where students study is important.
"I tell my students to find a quiet place 1
where there are np people, no distractions, no ~
music and read ttie text very, very carefully," !
he said.
Dr. Kenneth Harrell, dean of the college of
humanistic studies, said he strongly em1
phasizes being diligent in studying.
"I think it's important for a student to read
and keep up on a daily basis. That is important because when you get ready for exam
time, you are not overwhelmed by all the 1
material you have t.o cover," he said.
"
Harrell said if a course has been taught pro- J
perly, it will be taught in some kind of pat- ;j
tern. Determining what that pattern is, hav- ~
ing a good grasp of that pattern, then learning'
to segment the information, mastering each
segment and relating it to the larger whole
can help students greatly.
a
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Director advises students ..
on interviewing techniques

?1
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By ALYSSA HARVEY
Staff Writer

You have just landed an interview for a job
with the company of your dreams. You want
to make a good impression, of course.
However, what mistakes do you avoid and
how do you prepare for the interview?
Lori Webb, interim director of placement office. said students basically know what will
happen at an interview, but the biggest
mistake is not being prepared.
Webb gives the following tips on how .to get
through an interview:
• Always wear a suit. Navy is a safe color for
any job. Females should wear low heels, not
flats or spike heels. Be sure to notice what current employees are wearing. If you are called
back for a second interview, dress accordingly.
• Extra copies of the resume and list of
references should be carried in a portfolio or
briefcase.
• Shake hands firmly with the interviewer
and look them in the eye in order to display
confidence.

• Write down the location of your interview
and who will be interviewing you.
• Sit only when the intervi~wer asks you to,
or when he does. Sit comfortably in the chair•
lean forward slightly, and do not be afraid to
use your hands in moderation.
• The interview consists of four parts: the intraduction, which is where the interviewer
gets the first impression on your appearance,
manner, energy and enthusiasm; the
background, which the interviewer determines your basic qualifications for the job; the
discussion, which Lhe interviewer tries to
match your qualifications and career~ interests
with the job opportunities available in the
firm; and the close, which includes final questions and instructions. Do not ask questions
on salary unless the interviewer brings it up
first.
• Shake the interviewer's hand as you leave.
• Immediately send a thank-you letter.
Reiterate some of the points discussed in the
interview and stress your interest in the company and positions.
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An open inVitation to hear

Cal Thomas
Nationally ttyndicated columnist · author of 7 books
speaking on

THE DEATH
OFETillCS
IN AMERICA

pceteried Customer Deal

Save Up to $1 0
on Packages!

KlllBI KlllBI KlllBI
Tuetclay-Saturday
10 a.m-5 p.m .

Preferred times 9 a.m. • noon only

in the Murray State University
Cw.rls Center Ballroom
at 7 p.m. Monday

Come in for details

BIG KAHUNA is
open til midnigbt
Monday • Thursday

Admission is free, but
a love offering will be accepted.

753-3333
Dixieland

2()0/o OFF STOREWIDE
uaecl clothes a: shoes

Center

804 Coldwater Rd.
(by Flve Pointt)

759-4577

(with this coupon)

..............................I
EXPIRES 3-8-91

New and gently worn children's
clothes and equipment' ·
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Margee Daugherty
Kim Dirks
Michelle Gantt
Tara Gatlin
Tammy Grubb
Stephanie Guidry
Michelle Hagan
Kim Hancock
Debbie Hoffman
Kelly Hopper
Staci Houchin
Jeannie Huffman

RoBin Hutson
Kathy Jester
Ashley Kidd
nba Knust
Aimee Lepisto
Susan Little
Stephanie nush
lAthy Miller
Laurie Moore
Molly Myers
Krista Newell
Keri Paul
Shannon Paulin

Amy Reed
Sara Scheidegger
Angela Sha cklefor d
Kelly Shaffer
Heather Slater
Lori Thomas
Kathy Tibbotts
Jamie Wall
Leslie Weatherford
Paula Welch
Sunni Wells
Amy You n g
Chris Zabel
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'Big 21' parties vary
By AMY HELM
Staff Writer

One of the most important
events on every college campus
is a student having a 21st birthday. For MSU students, turn·
ing 21 means different things.
For some it is merely a celebration for becoming an adult. For
others it features trips 'south'
for partying.
Here are some recollections
and hopes about turning 21.
Judi Whitfield, a senior
English major from Madisonville, turned 21 on Nov. 18.
"I went out and ate with my
f~ly and friends. When I got
back to school, some of my
friends had a surprise birthday
party for me. The only thing
that made it any different from
any other day was the party."
she said.
Robin McGuire, a senior
advertising major from
Mayfield , turned 21 in
December of 1988.
"Some of the guys in my
fraternity piled in my car, and
we went down south. I bought
my very own bottle of
margarita for myself. I was so
proud. I threw my I.D. on the
counter to show the person I
was indeed 21. I said, 'Look, I'm
21!' Then we got drunk and
watched an idiotic movie. We
watched the sunrise, and then
we passed out," McGuire said.
I Kelly Veteto, a senior
business education and French
major from Puryear, turned 21
on Sept. 2.
"It was on a Sunday and I was
at home. My parents took me
out to eat. When I got back to
school on Sunday night, my
roommate and suitemate had
decorated the room. We had little cupcakes with candles in it,"
she said.
Kate Stephens, a senior
English major from Marion,
Dl., turned 21 on July 8.
'I

I

I

National art content limits
have little affect at Murray
By JON FUTRELL
Reviewer

Illustration by MARK ADAMS
"I went out to eat .with my
parents and boyfriend. I had a
party with my family. Then I
went out and bought some
alcohol. I got mad because the
woman didn't card me, and it
was my birthday," she said.
Danette Hamman, a junior
nursing major from Herrin, Dl.,
will turn 21 on Oct. 13.
"It will be a regular day
because it falls on a Sunday.
My family and I will probably
go out to dinner. The night
before, my friends will take me
to Carbondale to celebrate,''
she said.
Becky Glascock, a sophomore
studio art major from Mar..
tinsville, Ind., will turn 21 on
Aug. 28.
"I plan to take my boyfriend
to the Big Apple and get trashed legally. It will be the f'u-st
time I've ever gotten to buy
alcohol,'' she said.
Chris Lane, a sophomore
physics major form Paducah,
will turn 21 in March 1992.
"I plan tc get really wasted legally. I can go anywhere I
want to, but after 21 there's not

really anything for me to look
forward to in relation to age,"
he said.
Stephanie Wilson, a senior ac·
counting major from Murray,
will be 21 on Feb. 18.
"I plan to go to El Chico's
with my family and drink a
strawberry daiquiri. I've been
looking forward to my birthday
because I f'mally get 'Under 21'
taken off my license. Some of
my friends have been teasing
me about how they are going to
take me out and get me drunk.
But, the funny thing about it is
that I turn 21 before they do,"
she said.
Scott Norris, a sophomore art
major from Reynolds Station,
will turn 21 on Feb. 17, 1992.
"I'll be a legal adult, and I'll
make a lot of jokes about drinking even though I don't drink.
I'll be happy because my
driver's license will be normal,
and it won't have 'Under 21'
written on it. Also, I think of 20
as a know nothing year. You
aren't a teenager, but you
aren't an adult by society's
standards," he said.

If nothing else, the summer of 1990 could be
called the summer of censorship.
The 2 Live Crew, was arrested for singing
material declared obscene in concert. Dennis
Barrie, director of the Contemporary Art
Center in Cincinnati, was put on trial for
displaying possibly obscene material in the
form of a photography exhibit by the late
Robert Mapplethorpe. Both parties were acquitted in their respective trials.
But these victories have not stopped censors
who have .proposed content limits on the National Endowment of the Arts and the National Endowment of the Humanities.
Under these limits, grant recipients who
produce work ruled by a court to be obscene or
in violation of child pornography laws would
have to return any government funds used for
paid work.

Campus group plans
homosexual support
For those homosexual students
on campus in need of support,
help may be only a few weeks
away.
Kim Ban·eU, who organized
the Feb. 4 homophobia lecture,
said a student organization
seeking to support homosexuals
on campus is in the planning
stages.
"The purpose is to provide
social aupport for homosexuals
on campus and to decrease
homophobia on campus
through education and community service," said Barrett,
adviser of the group.
"We hope to get away from
the connection of homosexuality to mental health," she said.
The first meeting will be
March 4 at 6:30 p.m. in Room
206, Ordway Hall. It is open to
all students.

But do not look for any possible content
limits on these National Endowments to affect
Murray State Universit~ too greatly.
Albert Sperath, director of the Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery, said the gallery does not
rely directly on the NEA, but the NEA-funded
Kentucky Arts Council.
"It (possible cuts in the NEA) would not af.
feet us dramatically, but it would subt"!y affect
us," Sperath said. "We would have to cut little
things such as gu~st artists."
Mark Malinauskas, director of theater, said
MSU Theater would not be affected by NEA
cuts for a simple reason. They get little, if any,
government funding.
"I am always fearful of censorship in what
artists can create," Malinauskas said. "It
could sanitize art, and I don't think art should
be sanitized."

AROUND CAMPUS
High tea to be held
A high tea, English style, will be held for those students interested in travel and study in Britain for a summer term,
semester or longer, while earning credit at Murray State
University.
The tea will be held Feb. 27 from 3:30 until 5 p.m. in the
Curris Center's Rocking Chair Lounge. For more information, interested students may contact Ron Cella, at 762-4532;
Gary Hunt, at 762-4518; Melody Weiler, at 762-3784 or Celia
Wall at 762-4152.

Investment course offered
A community education course, "Investment Opportunities
in Today's Economy," will be held each Monday beginning
Monday and ending March 25 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at a location to be announced.
The course will cost $25 per person or $40 per couple and is
co-sponsored by Calloway County schools. For more informa·
tion, call 762-4159 or 1-800-669·7654 from outside Calloway
County.
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FACTORY
ISCOUNT SHOES
SPECIAL SALE
Ladies'

Tretom

Ladies'

Tretom

$33.95

leather

Ladies'

Keds

$23.95

canvas

Ladies'

Keds

$32.95

leather

Ladies'

Eastland

$32.95

Men's

Tretom

$29.95

leather

& canvas

Men's

Eastland

Congratulations to

%eta Cfii 'De{ta's

$35.95

16th & Main next to the
ATO house

ONLY

New Officers

$23.95

canvas

PresidentVice PresidentSecretaryTreasurerPledge Education-

Marsha Snawder
AimeeRoos
KrisDecker
Melinda Drennan
Kim Fisher &
Paula Fisher
RushDiane Hunt
Social/Parlimentarian- Dee McGregor
Activities/HistorianPam Taylor
RitualsAnn Clinard
PublicityRobin McGuire
FundraiserTeresa Blevins
AlumniPam McRae
PanhellenicMonica Clark &
Molly Ward

$99
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IT'S TIME TO- SPRING
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Come In and see our
new shipment of
comfortable,
stylish, spring looksNew fashion shorts,
tops and warm-ups
ore all at leta's II.
And while your browsing,
stop and get on easy
great-looking hairstyle
for sprlngbreokl
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NEW TRADITION BEGINNING

753-9419

1600 Dodson Ave.

Thanks to our 1990 Merida Mexico Team

II••

14K GOLD HERRINGBONE
OR ROPE 18" CHAIN & 7"
BRACELET

753-8282

Best food, best prices
Our excellent
breakfast
(From 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.)

The best and only
luncheon buffet in
Murray!

I

All you can eat
Please ask for our daily spedals
Plenty of parkln_B and dining space for everyone
Bottom Row: James (Santiago) Purves, Ruth Purves, and Gayle Purves
Middle Row: Amy Russell, Steve Cornelius, Joan Frisz, Jennifer Browne,
Margaret Purves, and Philip Davidson
Top Row: Teri Stemmle, David Atkinson, Gary Cooper, and Steve Jones
not pictured; John Berning, photographer

~itu '1>inin.JI1l¢aurant

~-\"\~~1\1\:

.9lfso O'Uinlrs & operators of !Majestk of 9rlay/Wii

'W' acape nsml4tions for S1lllll{ or ftqe pan:Ju, ruqdqtu, or8'tlllfl rnutitfes.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
JON

Choirs unite to perform 'Gloria'

FUTRELL
Reviewer

~

~ Classic

television
Sprovides escape
~ for MSU students
•
"

There are plenty of ways that
Murray State University
~ students can veg out and escape
: reality for a few hours. One activity that I offer is watching
classic TV.
The Family Channel has
" reruns of Batman and Bonanza.
: TBS offers such 1970s gems as
t Happy Days and Sanford and
• Son. Nick at Nite is the un~
: disputed king of classic TV on
; the cable dial with such shows
as Get Smart, Mr. Ed and The
Best . of Saturday Night Live
. every night on their schedule.
; Home video is not excluded
1 from television's past. Go to
almost any video store, and you
are bound to find episodes of I
Love Lucy, The Twilight Zone,
The Outer Limits and Star Trek
, for sale and rental.
' Time-Life Video has released
; episodes of Taxi and Star Trek,
; The Next Generation through
: mail order. Episodes of Space
1999, Peter Gunn, The Invaders, Dark Shadows (original
; version) and Your Show of
' Shows are on their way to most
· video stores.
Unquestionably, the biggest
! news in TV-to-tape is Buena
Vista Home Video's release of
• The Adventures of Rocky and
· B ullwinkle, a six volume set
1
with more to follow.
Everything you remembered
about "moose and squirrel," as
1Boris Badenov always called
• them, is on these tapes.
The physical humor is above
average for Saturday morning
fare. What still sets Rocky and
Bullwinkle apart from most
other cartoons is its sense of
humor.
Volumes 1 through 5 focus on
one Rocky and Bullwinkle
adventure with various shorts
sprink led here and there.
Volume 6 has only the briefest
of cameos by Rocky and
Bullwinkle as it focuses on
Dudley Do-Right, the mountie
who somehow gets h is man.
Until those other videos hit
local stores, your best bets for
classic TV entertainment are
cable and The Adventures of
R ocky and Bullwinkle. Either
way, you get the best of what
television has offered.

!

'Enemy' reviewed

By STEPHANIE LUSH

J(j

Staff Writer

Movies

Murray State University
department of music will perform Antonio Vivaldi's
"Gloria," Sunday at 4 p.m. in
Lovett Auditor ium.
"Gloria" is a 12-movement,
Baroque work that involves
Choir Orchestra and soloists .
Vivaldi, an ordained priest,
taught violin at th e P io
Ospedale della Pieta, a girl's orphanage. He was considered
the most inventive and influential composer of the 18th cen·
tury. Many famous composers,
such . as Amadeus Mozart and
J .S. Bach, adopted his triadic
melodies and tonal clarity as a
part of their style of composing.
The program will feature the
combined efforts of the Concert
Photo furnished by DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
Choir, Choral Union, University Chorale and the Chamber The Murray State University Choir will perform "Gloria" by Antonio VIvaldi Sunday at 4 p.m. In
Orchestra under the direction Lovett Auditorium. Tickets, which are $5 for adults and $2 for students and senior citizens, are
of Steven Michelson, the direc- available at the Chamber of Commerce, the department of music or at the door.
tor of choral activities, and Eric
Williams, conductor of the Taylor, Tina Esterle, Amanda
The Choral Union is open to
Tickets are $5 for adults and
Chamber Orchestra.
Sims and Joeli Staley.
$2 for students and senior the public, and anyone in"This is the same group that cit izens. They are available at terested in joining can meet
The performance of "Gloria"
performed
portions of 'The the Chamber of Commerce, the Monday from 7 p.m. to '9 p.m. in
will feature 150 singers and
about 25 orchestra members. Messiah' before Christmas d epartment of music at Lovett Auditorium or call
·
762-4288 for more information.
762-4288 or at the door.
Soloists featureq are Susan break," Michelson said.

MAIN EVENTS
Theater presents children's play
Murray State University theater department will present
The Musicians of Bremen at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday through Friday in Lovett Auditorium.
Janet Kenney, director of WKMS, is the guest director for
the production.
Kenney said the play is geared to kindergarteners through
fifth.graders. She said the main themes of the play are
cooperation, courage and believing in one's self.
"Children are the audience of tomorrow. If they have
positive experiences with the theater as children, maybe they
will encourage their own children to have the same experiences," Brian Craig, technical director. said.
Kenney said a shortage of performers has forced many people to double up on roles and also work either on set construction or in the costume shop.

Gallery
exhibits high school art
.
High school students' art works which won the regional
Kentucky All·state High School Art Competition will be on
display from Tuesday to March 9 in the upper level of the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery. A reception will be held March 2 at
noon.

Faculty perform in recital
Kay Bates, soprano, and Marie Taylor, pianist, will perform at a faculty recital on at 8 p.m Tuesday. in the Farrell
Recital HaJl in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center. Admission
is free.

Photo by REBECCA COGAN

STRIKE UP THE BANDS

Jazz Bands perform

Two Murray High School band students perform In "Strike
Everybody has noticed those
up the Bands" held Feb. 141n Lovatt Auditorium. The coneyes, those lips, that smile and
cart
was conducted by Dennis Johnson and combined the
that laugh. However, there is
Murray State Wind Eosemble, the Murray High School and
one thing I have noticed about
Calloway County High School bands.
. Julia Roberts: she has never
·- ,
been the lead actress.
She played the title role in
Pretty Woman, but Richard
Gere received top billing.
However, after all this success,
Roberts gets the lead in Sleeping With the Enemy.
This film is the opposite of
Woman . Now she is married to
Patrick Bergin who f01·ces her
to be a good housewife and cook
fancy meals or face physical
assault. On a boat ride during a
t hunderstorm, she fakes her
drowning and moves to Iowa.
She tries to start over with
the help of a college drama
teacher, Kevin Anderson. Still,
she cannot forget her old life,
especially when her husband
comes looking for her.
My favorite scene was the CHRIS THOMPSON'S WORLD GONE MAD
scene when Roberts goes to her
I owa home and fin d s
everything neatly organized,
and with her neat-freak psycho
husband, this spells trouble.
Enemy unravels at its conclusion. Everything leading up to
it points to an explosive wrap
up, but it is a quick whimper of
an ending. Considering all I
had seen before, I was very
disappointed.
AB for acting, Roberts is up to
the challenge, but her co-stars
are not. Bergin is a good villain,
but not a great villain. As for
Anderson, he is not much more
t han the local boy helping the
new girl in town.
In all, Skeping With the
Enemy is a good movie I recommend with one reservation: it
could have been much better.
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What•s Hot
This Week

J azz Band I and J azz Band 11 will perform at 8 p.m. Thursday in the Johnson Theater. John Schlabach will conduct the
concert. Admission is free.

1. steeping With
the Enemy
2. LA.Story
3. Home Alone
.
4. The Neverending Story.:2
5. Dances With Wolves
6. Awakenings
7. White Fang
8. Once Around
9. Kindergarten Cop
10. Green Card
Prom Bntenaioment Data

VIdeo rental
1. Young Guns II
2. Die Hard 2
3. Robocop 2
4. Dick Tracy
5. My Blue Heaven
6. The Freshman
, ....
7. The Adventures of Ford
Fairlane
8. Another 48 Hours
9. Bird on a Wire
10. Navy Seals
Prom A.C. Nielsen

Television
1. Cheers(NBC)
2. 60 Minutes (NBC)
3. American's Funniest
Home VIdeos (ABC}
4. (tie) Roseanne (ABC)
4. (tie) America's
Funniest People {ABC)
6. Murphy Brown (CBS)
7. Designing Women
(CBS)
8. (tie) Barbara Walters
Special (ABC)
9. (tie) Family Matttrs
(ABC)
10. Golden Girls (NBC)
Prom Billboard magazine

Pop Singles
1 . All the Man that I
Need. WhitneyHouston
2. 0onna Make You
Sweat. C&C Music
Factory featuring Freedom
Williams (Platinum)
3. One MoreTry.Timmy T
4. Someday Mariah Carey
5. Where Does My
Heart Beat Now. Celine
Dion
6. The First Time Surface
7. Wicked Game Chris

Isaak
8. I'll Give All My Love
to You Keith Sweat
9. Disappear I NXS
10 I Saw Red Warrant
Prom Billboard magazine

Country Singles
1. Walk on Faith. Mike
Reid
2. Brother Jukebox.
Mark Chesnutt
3. If You Want Me To.
Joe Diffie
4. Daddy's Come
Around. Paul Overstreet
5. Love can Build a
Bridge. The Judds
6. You've Got to Stand
For Something. Aaron
Tippin
7. These Lips Don't
Know How to Say
Goodbye. Doug Stone
9. Little Thlnga Marty
Stuart.
10. Loving Blind Clint
Black
From Billboard magazine

Albums
1. To The Extreme.
Vanilla Ice (Platinum)
2. Mariah Carey. Mariah
Carey (Platinum)
3. The Soul Cages. Sting
4. Please Hammer Don't
Hurt 'Em. M.C. Hammer
(Platinum)
5. I'm Your Baby
Tonight. Whitney Houston
(Platinum)
6. The Slmpsons Sing
the Blues. The Simpsons
7. The Immaculate
Collection. Madonna
(Platinum)
8. Wilson Phillips.
Wilson Phillips
9. The Razors Edge.
AC·DC (Platinum)
10. Some People's
Lives. Bette Midler
(Platinum)
Prom Billboard maauine
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!Racers take OVC
laiming for MTS-U
I

. By MIKE P_A_D_U_A_N_O_ _ __

BASKETBALL

Sports Editor

It seems only fitting that the
· man who has brought so much
Racer head coach Steve
: recognition to Murray State Newton said that such a close
and the Ohi~Valley Conf&rence game with TSU was not much
was at the free-throw line to of a surprise.
clinch the Racers fourth con· "(TSU) gives us matchup pro·
sec u tive co n ference blems," Newton said. "We brchampionship.
ing out the best in them."
Ronald "Popeye" Jones hit
TSU led by as many as eight
one of two shots from the chari- points in the second-half, but
ty stripe to give the Racers a the Racers pulled ahead 60-54
65-64 win over"Tennessee State with 3:30 left on seven straight
last Mondy night.
points by senior forward Greg
The Racers continued to Coble.
str uggle with the TSU despite
MSU was barely able to hold
the Tigers' 1-7 OVC mark , with on to the lead because of poor
their only win of the season free-throw shooting down the
coming last month at Racer stretch. After Greg Coble hit
Arena.
two from the line with 2:13 left

to give the MSU a 64-60 lead,
Cedric Gumm missed the front·
ends of two bonus opportunities
from the line a nd J ones missed
his first shot from the line
before sinking the game winner,
with :02 left.
The Racers will face ~ vastly
improved MTSU squad. The
Blue Raiders have won six of its
last seven games after an 0-3

ovc start.

I think that on paper, Middle
Tennessee, in terms recruiting
evaluations, is probably the
strongest (team) in our league,"
Newton said.
"They seem to be the hot
team (in the OVC)," Newton
said.

Seniors leave with pride
By JOHN WRIGHT

BASKETBALL

Stall Writer

Saturday night marks the
end of the line for two Lady
Racers as they wear the blue
and gold for the final time in
their careers against Middle
Tennessee in Racer Arena.
Tawnya Pierce and Michelle
Wenning. two of MSU's
brighter stars for the past couple of years, will be looking to
end their careers on a high
note. The Lady Racers enter the
season finale at 8-18, 3-8 in the

ovc.

"I am very proud of these two.
They have been through the
Lady Racer program and have
both given it a lot of pride,"
said Lady Racer interim head
coach Kelly Breazeale. "They
are t he types of kids you wish
·
you had 12 of."
l The Lady Blue Raiders, curlrently second in the OVC
1behind Tennessee Tech ,

defeated the Lady Racers in
Murfreesboro 95-72 in January.
"A key to that loss was that
we d1dn't execute, and we also
didn't do a good job with our
fundamentals," Breazeale said.
·'But the major key was foul
shooting, plus we had 29
turnovers."
In that earlier meeting, the
Lady Blue Raiders went to the
charity stripe 45 times and connected on 34 of those opportunities compared to the 13 of
20 compiled by the Lady
Racers .
Another key to the game was
MTSU's Priscilla Robinson,
who led all scorers with 29
points. She will also be a major
factor in deciding Saturday
night's outcome, but she will
have help. Stephanie Capley

--

up with 14 points apiece in t he
first meeting.
"Capley is a tremendous in ·
side scorer a nd outside scorer
and along with Rob.inson, she is
probably the best athlete on the
team," Breazeale said. "Robinson has had a tremendous year,
and she is j ust a freshman."
"The keys to Saturday's game
will be that on defense we have
. to contest every shot. They got
a lot of uncontested shots in the
fir st game. On offense, we have
to take care of the basketball
and get on the offe nsive
boards," she said.
This season has seen a lot of,
adversity endured by the Lady
Racers, which includes a very
dismal attendance figure for
Photos by SHIRLEY MARTIN
their home games. Breazeale
(Top
left)
Brian
Epperson
falls
victim
to
a
prank
while
catching
some
shut-eye
on the pep bus'
listed several reasons for t his
return
trip
from
the
TTU
game
Saturday.
(Top
right)
High-klckin
'
Popeye
Jones
tosses
In two of
being the case.
See Seniors
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his 22 points against TSU in the Racer ' s slim one-point victory. (Above) Guard Greg Coble leaps to
grab a crucial rebound against the Tigers. Coble had 21 points to go with his 7 rebounds Monday
night.

I

•Racer of the Week
Head basketball coach Steve Newton earns Racer of the Week by becoming the second coach in OVC history to
win four consecutive conference titles.
The Racers 65-64 victory over Tennessee State Monday assured MSU
and Newton at leas1 a share of the
1990-91 OVC championship.
Newton's Racers have matched the
recordsetbycoach E.A. Diddle's 195357 Western Kentucky teams, who won
two titles outright and shared two more.
Newton has a 113-64 career record
and won OVC Coach of the Year honors twice in his six years at MSU.

~--Rt\_C_ER
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Dunker reveals all
MSU's biggest booster and mascot, Dunker,
reveals its innermost of thoughts to The News in
an exclusive interview. It tells of the likes,
dislikes and elaborates on the highlights of an
extraordinary equine career.
Dunker XIII will bid a traditional farewell by
disclosing its identity to the world and Racer
fans attending the basketball home finale against
Middle Tennessee State Saturday night at Racer
Arena.
Story on page 14

Current OVC Member•s Basketball Titles
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Dunker speaks straight
from the horse's mouth

Reporter

She is a three-time national
winner in both indoor and out·
door track, holds the most Mur·
ray State sprinting records and
is the first NCAA All·American
'in women's track at Murray
State.
Stephanie Saleem, 21, of New
Castle, Del., is a senior
business administration major.
Saleem transferred to MSU
as a sophomore, following her
coach, Fred Sowerby, who
returned to school to get his
graduate degree.
Sowerby, who was an AllAmerican at MSU in the 1970s,
said, ''She (Saleem) is a person
with unlimited potential. We're
putting all of the little pieces
together to get the ultimate
performance."
This season, Lady Racers
coach Margaret Simmons has

Q: What are the advantages and disadvantages of being a mascot for Murray State
University?

I
I

I
I

Q: What do you like to do during your spare
time?

Dunker: I love all sports, especially snow
skiing and bull fighting, although I don't
think I'm quite ready for the pros.
I never miss an episode of "Days of Our
Lives," thanks to VCRs, and I love listening to
music and jamming to MC Hammer. But, two
things I enjoy doing the most are surprising
children at birthday parties and finding someone's bald head to polish during a game.
Q: Are your clothes designer or custom
made?

I

I

Dunker: I have a secret source who designs
my shorts and MC Hammer pants, and Den·
nison Hunt makes some very nice shirts for
me. 'l'hey're pretty cool about adjusting the

J
By MICHELE CARLTON

Children see him as a giant, cuddly stuffed
animal who is ticklish, but to opposing team
mascots, he is a fierce defender of Racer turf
protecting the home crowd from pestering colonels, eagles, raiders and governors.
For 13 years Dunker, the Murray State
mascot, has entertained the young and old,
faculty and students during championship
athletic seasons and unsuccessful seasons. He
has marched in Homecoming and holiday
parades and has been the birthday surprise ,
for countless numbers of children.
But, what kind of life does a two-legged
horse, nearly 6 feet 6 inches tall at the ears,
lead on and otT the playing field?
Dunker took some time out of his fairly busy
schedule to answer some questions about
himself and his career.

Dunker: Believe me, the fun times outweigh
the irritating times by a long shot. The
cheerleaders are really fun to work with and I
have a great time learning new stunts and
cheers with them.
I enjoy being on the playing field where I
can get close to the action, but most of all, I
have a blast with the adults and children. It
really makes my day to see a child's face light
up when I shake his or her hand, or give them
a hug.
The few things I dislike about working in
the entertainment business are dealing with
rude opposing team crowds, especially when
they get a kick out of hitting me in the nose,
and having a tail - children just love to pull
my tail and that's pretty h~d on the...well, it
doesn't feel good. And I trip on·it occasionally,
so it tends to get in the way.

Saleem has the potential,
looki·ng for strong spring
the top ten in the United States
• in both indoor and outdoor
women's track. Last year,
Saleem ranked fifth in the ~-,
t tion in indoor competition, butl
·injuries prevented her from.
r!nki_Eg ip_Qutdoor events.. :
- Saleem does not worry mucli
~about .the fut~e.
''
"I don't really set goals fol'
myself. I just take one day at a
time," she said.
1
-COach Sowerby, however, hu
_ _ __...~
.___-.............-t goals he would like for the All!
Stephanie Saleem
American SE~nter to achieve.
"Stephanie has increased het '
high expectations for Saleem.
speed an average of at least on~
"Stephanie is very highly • second per year, which i~skilled and a hard worker," substantial for any athlete," hq
S~m.mons said. "She has a good said. "She should make the naj
chance of winning both the in- _tional team this year."
I
door and outdoor 400-meter
After she graduates, Saleem
races."
has high hopes for her future as·
Saleem said she hopes to stay a runner. Saleem plans to ~'
healthy for the spring season. for New York·b~ AtomS
As a sophomore, she ranked in Track Club this summer. · l

i

Riders finish fourth at Morehead,
lack consistency or luck in draw
By ANGIE MIDDLETON

Photo by JOHN BERNING

Assistant Sports Editor

Sometimes it is just a matter
of luck. That is how head coach
Strutting his stuff, Dunker entertains Murray
Brien Terry described the perState fans and visitors, with his ball handling
formance of his riders.
ex~rttse. A part of MSU athletic tradition, he
"Fifty percent is luck of the
will be unveiled during the last home game
draw," Terry said. "There's no
Saturday against Middle Tennessee State
way you can consistently have
University.
the same caliber of animal
collars to fit a size 42.
when there's 15 riders in the
0 : What do you enjoy doing in Mun·ay or on
same class."
campus?
The Racers finished second in
Dunker: Of course, I love going to football
the stockseat division on Friday
and basketball games whether we win or lose,
of the Feb. 8 through Feb. 9
and I'm looking forward to attC'nding some
show at Morehead and fourth
tennis matches and baseball games.
overall on Saturday. Finishers
My favorite time of the day, though, is the
' in order of succession were
early morning. After a hot bowl of alfalfa and
Western Kentucky University,
corn, • I go for a JOg nround town before
Midway College and Morehead
everyone wakes up. And occasionally, I take a
State University.
trip to the lake and go hiking or fishing.
While Western Kentucky has
rm getting really excited about the Ohio \
completed the past two seasons
Valley tournament, and r hope we will be
in first place, Te!'l}' said they
making another trip to the NCAA tourna·
have not been as consistent.
ment. First the OVC and the final four, and
"Right now it's anybody's
then the world.
ballgame because it all depends
on how you draw and how you

ride," he said. "We missed first
by two points in '89 and by six
points in '90. It always comes
down to the last show and no
particular team has it wrapped
up."
The Racers are currently 12
points behind first place
Western Kentucky in the
region, and Terry said there is a
definite chance the Racers
could win first.
"I think we can do it. We can
pull it out, but in order to do
that, we're going to have to get
psyched for it," he said. "You
do have to have skill and luck of
the draw, but the right frame of
mind can make a team
difference."
He said although there were a
few new riders who performed
well, he did not want to single
out any particular rider. Point
riders are chosen in each
category by Teny and assistant
coach Tammy McKinney. They

•I
I

•
are not told their scores are b&.

ing tabulated for teani-J,oint8~80
as not to make the riders nerr
vous or discourage other rideri
who were not chosen. as point
riders.
Twenty-three riders have
qualified for the regional show~
scheduled for March 1 throug}i
March 3 since the beginning of
the season last semester, and
Terry expects 10 more to
qualify in the next show.
l
Terry is optimistic about rais~
ing campus and community in·
terest in the sport and thinks if
the team continues to be suc·
cessful, more interest wm
emerge.
•
"I can see why sports that br- ~
ing in more money are obviously more popular, but the last
show we hosted here had 364 !
participants, and that's a lot of·
food, gas and hotel rooms for . ;
the city of Murray,'' Terry saicf.'

I

J. 991 Merida Mexico Project
Dec. 28,1991- Jan. 9,1992

I:
I

forn1ation & app
contact:

Dr. Steve Jones 762-4629
David Atkinson 753-9859

Leisa Cap() - President
Shannon Hunter r- Executive Vice-President
Lisa Nussoaum - Membership E<:lucatlon
Vice-President
"/
Beth Rhody - Alpha Education Cllatmiari
Amy Milligan . . 'Treasurer
Kris~ Holiman - Gha pter. Development
dill Askfns - MembershiJ?
~
Jenny Ragsdale - Recording Secre~
Michelle Gantt - Scholarship
Lori Thomas - House Chatmian
Ashley Noel - Panhelleruc Delegate
April Lan e - Correspondiiig Secretaxy
,.
Laura Ht.ilshof - Gh aP.lain
Stepharue GUidry - GUard
Stephartie Lush - Social
Jamie WaJ.l- Reporte~
Sara Scheidegger. - Seruor Member at Large
l}elly Hopper - J unior Member a t Utfge
Cliris Zabel- Sophomare Member at}arge
Amy Young - New Initiate Member at Large
Michelle Corbin - Panh ellenic Officer
Stacey Hamilton - Panhellenic Representative

'
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SCOREBOARD
MooM 1·1,

o-o,

2, Parker

"*"'-Y State

o-o, 8, Burwell 2-3, 3-4,
7. TotaJa 28-68, 3-6, &4.
Halftime· Murray State
29, Tennenee 28, ThrM
point goala- Murray State
2·11.
(King
1· 2 ,
Tenneaaee 5· 17 (Eubenk.a
5· 10) Rebounds· Murray
State 60 (Jonea 21),
Tennea... 31 (Childs 7)
Aalata- Murray State 10
(Coble 4), Tenneaaee 13
(Howard 4, Burwell 4).
Fouled out- none. Total
foul•· Murray State 10,
Tenneeaee 18

~

Ten,.._. Tech. In a.tl
C.nr.r, Cookville Tenn.
Feb. 18

Basketball Standlnn

ovc

Men
Murray State
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
· Austin Peay
Middle Tennessee
Morehead State
Tennessee State

ALL

9·2

21-8

7-3

16-9

6-4 12-13
6-5 14-12
5-5 18-7

., Women
Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee State
Morehead State
Murray State
Austin Peay

2-8

13-11

1-9

5-20

10-0
7-3

19-5
12-12
11-10
12-12
11-13

5-5
5-5
4-6
3-8

8-18

2-9

SCORING
Popeye Jones
Tommy Brown, APSU
Rod Mitchell, MO
LaMonte Ware, APSU
Kevin ·Howard, TSU
REBOUNDING
Popeye Jones
·Warren Kid, MT
Tommy Brown, APSU
Rod Mitchell, MO
Nico Childs, TSU
ASSISTS
Van Usher, IT
Gr~g Christian, MTSU
Kevin.Howard, TSU
Pat Tubbs, MO
Brian Miller, MO
FT PERCENTAGE
Greg Coble
Frank Allen
Donald Tivis, APSU
Pat:1Tubbs, MO ~
Kevin Howard,ursu

5-19
AVG

20.3
17.3
17.0
15.9

15.5
14.3
-- .11 .8

11 .5
10.0
9.1

9.0
5.0

4.6
3.8

3.6
.851
.849
.796
.792
.776

............. 'fa

T•n•eeeT.-14
Murray Stlte (72)
JonM 7-14. 8-8, 20,
Allen 4·12, 5·8, 15,
Coble 5-12, 2·2. 12. King
w, o-1, 13, Jason 410, 0·1 , 8, Adame 2-3, o0, 4,. Totalt 27-!i'/, 1318, 72.
Tenn••••• Tech.(M)
Houaton 4-4, o-o, 8,
McWilliam• 1-8, 0·0, 2,
Uaher S- 13, o-o, 7I
Rodgera 8· 18, 5·8, 21 ,
Weat
1·3,
o-o,
3,
Edmondaon 0-1, 0-0, 0,
Beat 2-4, o-o, 4. Cuppln
1-4, 3.,.., 8, Manuel 1-2,
o-o, 2, Weater 4-13, 1-1,
11. Totala- 25-88, 8-11,
84.
Halftime- Murray State
39, Tenneeaee Tech SO.
Three point goala- Murray
State 5· 1<4 (King 3·3)
Tenneaaee Tech 5-24
(Rodgera 6-8, Cupplea 34). Rebound•· Murray
State 37, (Jonea 13),
Tenneaaee Tech. 87
(Weater 11) A..lata·
Murray State 11 (King 3,
Allen 3), TennMiel Tech.
11 (Uaher 8). Fouled outnone. Total foull- Murray
State · 13,
Eaatern
Kentu(lky 15.

I!

RACER SPORTS WEEK ·

~".!· o-o, 8, Child• 4-7,
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MEN'S
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RIFLE
MEN'S
TENNIS
Lady Raoera vs. TM,.._.

Lady Raoera VIJ. TMt,.._.
Tech. In Eblfln C.nter, State In Gentry C.,nter,•
Cool<vllle Tenn. Feb. 18.
Namvtllle. TMtn. Feb. 18.
.
T••-eeT.-.11e
T
......aeeMate74
........, . . . . .1
........,at.te71
llurr1y St1te (e t)
Murray State (71)
Pierce 3-7, 4-4,• 11,
Pierce 3·10, 4-4, 13,
Garner 2· 7, 2-2, 8, Garner 0-1, 0-0, 0,
Waldon 2-3, 3-.4, 7 Pinson Waldon 2- 10, 1·1, 5,
8·10, 7-8, 21, Parker 3- Plneon 8· 12, 8-11, 18,
6, 1·2, 7, Gallimore 8·11, Parker 2· 8, 4· 5, 8,
0..0, 13, Mell... Shelton Gallimore 1· 5, 1-2, 3,
2-4, 1·2, 5, Wenning 6-7, MelleM Shelton 0·1, 1-3, ·
7-9, 17, Mechelle Shelton 1, Wenning 8-10, 6·18,
2-3, o-o, 4. Totals· 31 - 22, Total•· 22-55, 2357, 25-33, 91 .
42, 71 .
Tenne.."
Tech. (111) Tenne..ee State (74)
Taylor 1· 1, 1-2, 4,
Sweatt 3·3, 1-2, 7,
Treanton 0-3, 0-0, 0, Hloka 8-17, 1·2, 16,
Beaty 3·4, 1·1, 9, Scott Newsom 0·2, 3-4, 3,
5·8, 3-4, 13, Batten 3·4,
Marlowe 0-2, 2· 2, 2,
3-4, 9, Rice 7-18, 4-4,
Campbell 2· 7, 3-4, 7,
20, Moorehead 11 -23, 9·
11, 32, Stout o-1, o-o, o, Woods 1-6, o-o, 2, Page
1-3, 8·11, 8, Adame 8·
Murray
State
v•. Ramaey 0-6, 2-2, 2,
18, 8·13, 25, Norfleet oTe,..... StaiB In Gentry Adame 11-12, 6-8, 27.
o, Thomas 2·9, 1·
·c.m.r, Na•lwlllfl. Tenn. Total•· 41 -79, 28-34, 4,1, o-o,
5,
Jaokaon
o-1 , o-o, 0.
FtJb. 18
,.
118.
Totala 23-68, 28....2, 74.
llurrar
State
•• Halftime· Murray State
T ......... atatel4
67, Tenneaaee Tech. 67. Halftime· Murray State
35 TenMsaee 40. Three
II &may State (85)
Three point goals· Murray
point goals· Murray State
Jonn 1o-23, 2-3, 22, State 4-12 (Pinson 2·3),
4- 11
(Pierce
3 · 4) ,
Allen 0 ·4, 2-2, 2, Coble Tenneaaee Tech. 8· 19.
Tennesaee
2-13
(Hicks
2·
7· 18, ~.-3, 18, King 4·8, (Beaty 2·2). Rebounds10). Rebounds· Murray
1·2, 111, Jackaon 4-10, 3· Murray State 27 (Waldon
State 63 (Wenning 12),
4, 11, Adame 1-3, o-o, 2, 7), Tenneuee Tech. 41
Tenne.... 52 (Adame 14)
Gum n 0· 1, 0·2, 0. (Moorehead 10). Aaalata·
Tqt• •• · 28·85, 11·18, Murray State 13 (Pinson
A•lata- Murray State 12
86. •
5), Tennenee Tech. 27
(Pierce 4).Tenneasee 12
Tel ,neNee Tech. (14)
(Rice 7). Fouled out· (Newaom 5). Fouled out·
Coffey 0-3, o-o, o, Pierce, Waldon Murray ~ Pierce Murray State,
HJward 3-11, 0-1, 8, State. Total foula· Murray Newsom Tennessee. Total
F.ubank.a 11·20, o-o, 27, State 29, Tenne.... Tech. fouls· Murray State 27,
Roblnton 4-1<4, o-o, _8, _ 19.
Tenneaaee 33.

.I

SP<>RTS NOTEBOOK
.. .

-·

Drafted
Former MSU quarterback Micheal Proctor was Montreal's nineth pick in the fourth round of the WLAF
draft.. He was chosen 39th overall. Proctor ended his
collegiate career with 13 school passing records and 10
OVC records. Individually, he was 6th in the nation in
total offense with an average of 296.6 yards per game.

Fourth time's a charm
Racer Paul King is the fU'St basketball player in OVC history to be
a part of four OVC championship teams in four years.

Riding high
Equestrian stockseat rider Helen Mayer placed fll'st in the open
division at the Feb. 8 show at Morehead. The open division is a
category for experienced competitors with exceptional skill in both
stock and hunt seat.

Yankin 'em down
Lady Racer Michelle Wenning pulled down her 1000th rebound in
the Feb. 2 game against Austin Peay. She now has 1017 boards.

So close
Tawyna Pierce will be t he eighth Lady Racer to rack up 1000
points in lier career if slie can net eiglit in tlie seas<in- finale against
MTSU.
"
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1 PERSONALS

•
l!t-SIIIarlrA:c:twlshtothank

e;mx.r

'VIe Brothers of AXA

for the

T.R.I.P, 81ft, 81111 You

M the GREATEST Blg'a and

. . _ 8Y8I'I We make a gr.~~ m loYe and nine for·

8Yetlsam.

'.!~./~././././~

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

To my man at MSU, A bel8lecl
Valenllne meaageJuttforyou,
and aepedal "Heeo" to let you
know I love you 101 Happy 22
monlhll Love. from BGSU.

GIRL SCOUT OAMP STAFF ·
Aaelltant Director, Bualneaa

Counaelorl to work with chll·
dren with emotional and behavior problema In an lntenae
wlldemeal CIU1ll ..afng. One
yMI' of collega/relld8d wotk
experience required. Alao
needed: Food DlractDr lind

t,JMd fUmlture, dllhel. ~.
pal~ poatel"'.jewelry, ......
antlquea and collectables,
complete line of Avon Produc:tt. Jane's Atllc, Downtown
Mu..,.Y. 753..()852.
1988 Y.maha Razz ScocMr.
Electl1c 1tart and new ..._
~lhape. Cai'182-<Mo48.

Joel, Congrala.UIIonson being
~ U181 Cr.cert Gltt.
You deMNe Itt Love, Leeley
andMI!ldy.

~h quality Relumea at rea-

HELP WANTED

ioneblepflcetl 782·2761.

HNNV, IIoveyourSTN. Keep
up 11'18 good wof1d You owe me
onel Love, German Boy.
:rhe Bl'oth8rl of Sigma Tau
Gamma ·would like to congrW!att their Sprfng Ullle
Slltefl: K.at1y OaYia, luc::y
Delgldllo, Jennifer Donia,
Mechele 0onw. T818 Gdn,
U.. M8111n, Jule McKenzie.
pana Miler, Krtatlna SdUof,
Chrtattnasmth, UbbySurollec,
FranclllY Vlquez and Cindy

w...

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT:
Flelklert atlvllol"' to pnMde
l"88lddnce halleupervlllon for
etudera: mutt be 21 yeara Gf
• • have 2yearacollege, and
experience In IUp8rvlllon of
IIUderD. eon,Mer teacher
lnd lib coorcllllb. TUIOI'I for
Englllh, malh, edence and
hllby. AI lpplc8nta nl.llt
hive mlrim.lm GPA of 3.0.
Send leller of lplllcallo;., .....
ume and tranecrtpt to: Upwant
Bound, Munay 81818 UniYer·
lily, Munay, KY 42071 by
March8,1891. EOEMIF.

TheMurray

Manlger, Health Supervtaor,
unit counaelol"' and leadera,
waterfront, rappelllng, horlet.ck. nature, arts and ada
and kftchen Adf needed at
Ca"1)~ .... Conlllct
ChartoU8 s. Palmer, Cumber·
land Vdfrj Girt Scout Councl,
Box 404ee, Nuhvtle, TN
3no.. or 1-815-383 0490.

=:-,~by~

15. LlleA.cMnlureCarnp 1122
0111< . . Dr., l.eldf901'1. KY

40606. 808-252-4733.

Waterfront Director • W.S.I.
and Ufeguard Training r.
qulred. Contact Outdoor ~~ ..
grim Specialist. Girt Scout
Cef1'4) $ycemora Hie. Box
40488,
NaaiMie. TN sno..,
8115-383-0480.

Equeetrlan CounMiora 8Xp8f1ence reql.llred. Contact
Outdoor Program SpedaBat,
Girt Scout camp Sycamcn
Hh, Box40488, NaltMIIe, TN
sno..
.....
.......
. 816-38S-0490.
............................._ _

EXcmNGJOBSINALASKA

NOTICE

HIRING Men • Women.
Summer/Veer Round. Fitting.
Cannedea, I.Dgglng, Mining,
Conatructlon, 01 ~·
Sldlled\JI'IIklled. Tranapofta·
lion $800 plua weeldy. CALL
NOWI1$20S-736-7'000, EXT.
11355.

Omega.

Hill.

+fl8 for datalt.

Lovers
Paradise!

Cluslfled.s Department.
Th8 Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

~TEa

aERVICD
FORR&NT
FOR MI.£
..,.w~

t.OIT•FOUNO
f\10£8
NOTIOI

Fun lfne of: Electrlca~ Plumbing. Tools. .

Hardware and much. much moral

:
•
:
••

Coupon not good on spacial orders. sale Items. or
cash o~ carry prices.
•Ezplres llay 31. 1991
Bel-Air BhoPJdal
Slln hocn:
Celltu
Mondly-Fttday 7~ a.m.-t p.m.
759-1380
SaUday 8 Lm.-5 p.m.
Stmay 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

•

111Wilson Ban

MilO••

BRING TmS AD IN FOR
10% OFF PURCHASE

•
:

Needing Cash? Unload your camera
or some other item through
• Mor&ay scaae News' Classified Section.
We can help you develop your unwanted
items into cash.

PIMOfW.8

:
:

•

AM ERA

YOUR

..
•oo..:..,...,.,you~fi8Vi=...,a"""'iiMCi,.,..,.,..,.,.....you-.,-
need to advertise. C8l 782·

RA1ES

••
••
••
•

eWe!•-.. 111 Wlaqn,

Proleallonll typl~ ohted.

Completely computerized.
Knowledge cl atyle rulel, lp8l
WATCH OUT for Olsdty check. No PIP8" too large or
A..,..,... Week. March 25- too SITIIII. Reuonable l'8l8a.
29. Sponacnd by Alpha Phi . Call Amy at 3878. Leave meaAda Club w11 meet Tuesday,
Feb.28,at4p.m.ln213WIIIon

Found: Gold mualc8l lnltnimentpln.C.UUndactu1nglt782-eeoo.

wytea. Ce1782-?2??
BUSINESS
SERVICES

....as

Burger

A-1 'JYplngSeMca.$1 perpage
lnc:Uiaalpellchec:k.Topapeed
of 188 W.P.M. Cd 782....788
CluiMieda wotkl For mora

MSU Escort Serllce, Dept. of
Public Safety offera eecort

With MSU ID: 1ot parwotd
Without MSU ID: 15¢ par wont
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER lliE PHONE.
Ada may be mailed along wtth payment to:

Houra: Monday and Wedneeday 1-3 p.m.,
Friday 8:30-10:16 Lm.,Tueeday
and Thursday 2-4 p.m. Cloeed on weekends and
holidays.

Graduating? lnteMewl? You
WID Need a Reaume. lnnovatlvePrtnllngandGiaphlcac:toe.
c:u1t1om reaume prtnllng atraaaonablepr!c!!. Call763-8802.

FOUND

MISC.

State NewsWIIhMsulo: ,~~=Msulo: 2()eparwont

Deadline••- •• FrkMy 2 p.m.

=~::::

r .-!450oii oi oi· - - - - -

INDEX

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

=~~~=

•••
••
••
•

:
:
•

:
•

:

••

Cfiar{ie 's Safe-'I'
'Discount Pfuirmacy
• ~veryday
Low Price
20% Off

•

by Bauscb & Lomb

•
:
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
--'-~---
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Women's track
ready for OVC
By MICHELE CARLTON

TRACK

Reporter

The Lady Racers competed in
the 1991 Illinois The Athletics need a monumental effort
against Eastern Kentucky and
Congress senior women's In
door Championship meet last MTSU teams.
weekend at Southern Illinois in . "We'll need every point that
we can possibly squeeze from
Carbondale, lll.
Coach Margaret Simmons every girl," she said. ''There
can be no excuses. We have to
said the meet at SIU was final
preparation for the final indoor go in with a positive attitude."
Simmons feels confident the
track meet of the season this
weekend at Middle Tennessee Racers will do well this
weekend ns mature athJetes.
State.
"They're going to have to
Simmons said she was pleased with the results at the meet become women, not girls," she
said.
and has high expectations for
The Ohio Valley Confere~1ce
this weekend.
indoor
meet will be in Mm·"They performed quite well
at SIU," Simmons said. "We freesboro, Tenn., starting Fri·
will have to perform at 110 per· day evening with preliminary
cent or maybe even 150 percent heats and end Saturday with
finals in both the men's and
and go all out this wpekend."
women's divisions.
Simmons said the Racers will

February 22, 1991

'Losers' advance
in Shick tourney
Four Murray State
students will journey to
Richmond, Ky., next week to
participate in the Schick
Super Hoops Regional
To.urnament.
Mark and Trent Bates,
both of Santa Claus, Ind.,
Lance Akridge of Fredonia
and Mark Whitaker of Murt·ay will represent Murray
State after their victory in
the on campus version of this
tournament last month.
The team, named the
Losers From Last Year, will
be competing against the
other members of the
Bluegrass Region at Richmond, which includes approximately 50 other schools
from the area. The winner of
next week's tournament will
advance to Indianapolis to

play the Indiana Regil'nal
champion.
The tournament, sponsored by Schick, is a national
event with teams from
across the country competing in regional competi·
tions like the one nt Rich·
mond. From those competing
regions, the teams that survive their tournaments will
square off with each other
during halftime of an NBA
game in an NBA arena
located in the particular
reb~ on.
In the Bluegrass and Indiana Regions' case, the site
of their championship game
will be Indianapolis'
15,000-seat Market Square
Arena, home of the ' Indiana
Pacers.

Seniors
Continued from Page 13
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"It will take a lot of community involvement and marketing
to get the recognition we need,"
she said. "Also, the Lady
Racers aren't as involved in
commumty activities as we
want to be. But when that community support does start hap·
pening, this program will
skyrocket."
She also indicated that with
this game marking both Senior
Appreciation and Parent Appreciation Night, it would be
nice to have a large following
for the game.

"For Tawnyu and Michelle,
there would be no better tribute
to them than to send them out
with a win in a Loud Racer
Arena," she said.
Lust wt:ek, life on the road in
the OVC continued to be as it '
has fur the Lady Rae ts all
season - miserabie. They were
swept on a two-game road swing at Tech and Tennessee
State.
At Cookeville lnst
Saturday the Lady Racers battled the powerful Lady Golden
Eagles and found themselves in
a position not too many teams

have enJoyed with Tech at the
half- tied.
The Lady Racers shot an incredible 64 percent in the first
half and connected on 20 of 23
free throws to forge a 57-all tie
at the intermission. The Lady
Racers were still in the game
with about 15 minutes left in
the second half. They trailed
65-62.
That is where the bottom fell
out. Angie Waldon and Pierce
fouled out within five minutes
of each other, and that was all
Tech needed to break open the

game and claim a 116-91 victory. Breazeale, however, was
extremely pleased with her
team's pe1formancc.
On Monday night, the Lady
Racers bit the dust again. but
not without n good bit of controversy. They lost 74-71 to
TSU.
The deciding factor of this
game was an intentional foul
called on Pinson with about 20
seconds left in the game. She
was ticketed for grabbing
TSU's Felicia Sweatt.

PHONES
Continued from Page 1

DeBoer said representatives
of Telenova, which currently
services the Etystem, were being
flown in to assess the damage
and decide whether it should be
repaired completely now or
held off until the system is
replaced.
The ultimate decision, he
said, will come from the state
capital.
·
Until then, students and
faculty will be able to use the
system that can be repaired.
'We're going to get it to the
point where we can get through'
the rest of the semester,"
DeBoer said.
Although all campus,phones
were not working Sunday
night, the campus was not completely paralyzed.
Green said public safety im·
mediately placed at the desk of
every dormitory a portable
radio for emergency purposes
and security reasons. He said
they also stepped up patrols
around campus for extra securi·
ty measures, especially around
Stewart Stadium since the call
boxes are hooked into the Murray State telephone system.
Public safety also has an
emergency phone line that can
be used to make off-campus
phone calls in case the system
is shut down.
"We are back on line with our
main line," Green said of the
number 2222. Public safety was
one of the departments to have
their phone working Monday.
He also said they have been
very fortunate since no safety
problems have arisen.
Phone lines into the front
desks of the dormitories were

also immediately repaired Monday, although the loss of the
system cramped the social life
of-many students.
''The only inconvenience I
had was I couldn't call my
boyfi;iend or go see him because'
I coG.ldn't call him to sign me
in," said Karen Jackson, a'
freshman fashion merchandise'
major from Columbus.
She said there were also long
lines at the pay phones around
campus.
The pay phones, which are
scattered around campus, were
not affected by the lightning
since the phones are operated
by South Central Bell and not
the University.
Other students were more
creative.
Theresa Blevins, a junior
animal health technology major from Benton, said she and
her friends ran across campus'
and left messages in their
friends mailboxes.
• "'- '
She said it wasn't fun though.
"It's easier to pick up the
phone and dial four numbers
than to run around or get in the
car," Blevins said.
Other students took it like it
was.
"I didn't really like it, but I
couldn't, do anything about it,"
said Phineas Hogencamp, a
sophomore construction
engineering major from
Carlisle.
DeBoer said the biggest problem students and faculty
might run into is getting a line
off-campus, but he said they
just have to be patient.
Murray State, which owns its
own telephone system, currently has 3,400 phone hookups.
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All Ray-Bans
1
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14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

BEA.tri'Y SALON
Uadt Jeff's
Shopplna Ceatu
Soutb lltb Street,

••

I

I

753 ...512

I

I

20%off
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I

: '1)~.9~
plus $5 off with
:
l ~,d...:;,e
this coupon
l
l Summers Oj;ti~"~ _./L.
I Olympic Plaza

753-7083 I
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SGA/UCB COMING EVENTS

*
*
*

omedy *
zone
*
7:30p.m. Tuesday

*

GRIPE DAY
FILM TIMES· WEDNESDAY· CURRIS CENTER THEATER

fl3J

3:30 p.m. · all tickets $1
7 & 9:30 p.m. - all tickets with MSU 10 $1.50
~~iii~'
-tickets without MSU 10 $2.50
All filmdates subject to change

Funded by SGA

The Student Government Association wants to give you the
chance to voice your complaints. Come to the Curris Center
or the second floor lounge of the Business Building on Tuesday
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and tell us what's on your mind. The
results will be published in The Murray State News.

